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ABSTRACT 

The steady growth of data rates in magnetic recording systems is translated 

into an increase in recording densities. This results in an increase in the nonhnear 

intersymbol interference (ISI), which degrades the reUabihty of the retrieved data. 

The resulting ISI comprises both precursor and postciirsor terms. In this disser

tation. we introduce new equahzation and coding techniques that are superior to 

prexaously known techniques. 

In the equalization area, we propose two new nonlinear equalizers for miti

gating the eflFects of nonlinear ISI in magnetic recording systems. These equaUzers, 

which we call RAM-Search algorithms, have been devised to cancel both preciursor 

and postcursor (nonlinear) ISI. They were tested against two nonlinear models: 

a simple partial-erasure model for the nonlinear write process, and a third-order 

polynomial model for the nonlinear read process. A performance improvement of 

about 2.5 dB at a bit error rate of Pb = 10"^ has been shown possible via simu

lations. The efficacy of these equalizers has also been demonstrated on captured 

spinstand signals which suffer from a significant amoimt of nonlinear ISI. 
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In the coding area, we stndy the serial concatenation of a single convolutional 

code (CC) and a preceded partial response (PR) channel separated by an inter-

leaver, and is decoded iising two iterative decoders that implement the a posteriori 

probabihty (APP) algorithm. One of the weaknesses of this scheme is that its error 

rate curves tend to hit an error rate floor near Pb = 10~®. The level of the floors 

have been fomid to depend on the interleaver and precoder (for a given outer CC 

and a PR chEumel). In this regard, we discuss analytical techniques that lead to 

the joint optimization of interleaver and precoder for a fixed outer CC and a given 

PR chaimel, where optimaUty is in the sense of achieving the lowest floor. Such 

techniques result in lowering the error rate floor significantly at no additional de

coder complexity. Additionally, the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA), which 

is a siiboptimal version of the APP algorithm, is derived for PR channels. We also 

introduce a slight modification of the SOVA so that it works for arbitrarily high 

code rates. 
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CHAPTER 1 

OVERVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

Magnetic recording systems can be regarded as commvmication systems, where 

data is recorded to be retrieved at a different time, rather than transmitted to be 

received at a different place. As for any commmiication system, the output signal 

of a magnetic recording system is a noisy, distorted version of the input signal. The 

level of distortion in magnetic recording systems increases with areal density, which 

is measured in bits per square inch. Over the long history of magnetic recording, 

there have been continual demands for increased storage capacity, achieved by in

creasing the areal density. This results in an increase in the level of distortion 

which degrades the reliabiUty of the retrieved data. Many signal processing and 

coding techniques have been developed to compensate for such degradation while 

maintaining a reasonable level of complexity. In this dissertation, we introduce 

new signal processing and coding techniques which provide an improvement in the 

overall system performance and which are superior to previously known techniques. 
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The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 1.2, we discuss a 

well-accepted linear model for magnetic recording systems (MI head). In Section 

1.3. we relate partieil response targets to magnetic recording systems. In Section 

1.4, we briefly review the development of concatenated codes over the past few 

years, and discuss how they apply to magnetic recording systems. We also provide 

pseudo-code for the APP algorithm in the log domain. Finally, we give an outline 

for the rest of the dissertation in Section 1.5. 

1.2 Magnetic Recording Channel Model 

Fig. 1.1 depicts the main features of a magnetic recording system. It com

prises a thin magnetic medium, a metallic core that has a narrow air gap of width 

^ at a distance d from the magnetic medium, and a coil that has Nt turns. The 

recorded data is typically a two-level sequence ak € { —1,+1} transformed from a 

binary input sequence (normally coded). This binary sequence is obtained by pass

ing the original sequence (user data) through a precoder with transfer fimction 

where 0 represents modulo-2 eiddition. The resulting sequence is referred to as non 

return to zero inverse (NRZI), where a transition in this sequence corresponds to a 

data "1" in the original sequence. Since the recording system is a continuous-time 

system, the sequence a/t is transformed into a continuous-time signal s{t) of the 
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Induced flux 

magnetic recording layer 
frinqing flux 

form 

Figure 1.1: Magnetic recording head. 

5(i) = ^ akc{t - kTc) 
fc=-oc 

(1-1) 

where T c  is the time duration of a recorded bit. The signal c { t )  is a square pulse 

given by 

c { t )  =  
1, 0 < < < Tc 

0, elsewhere 

(1 -2 )  

To record the sequence a/t, the signal s(<) is applied to the terminals of the 

coil shown in Fig. 1.1, producing a write current i{t) that flows in one of two 

directions depending on the polarity of s(i). The current i{t), with the presence of 

the windings, produces a flux that circulates in the core path, and fringes from 
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original sequence 
(user data) 

NRZI sequence 

s ( t ) ,  NRZI waveform 

1 1 0 1 

magnetization pattern 

read-back signal 

4 6 
t (channel bits) 

Figure 1.2: The magnetic recording and reading process. 

the core when it petsses through the air gap. The fringing flux then magnetizes the 

magnetic mediiun to satvu-ation. Since there are only two signal levels, the medium 

will be magnetized in one of two directions, as shown in Fig. 1.2. 

To retrieve the recorded data, two different types of read heads have been 

used: the magneto-inductive (MI) head (same as write head) and the magneto-

resistive (MR) head. The physical models for MR heads are beyond the scope of our 
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Induced flux 

magnetic recording layer 

\ 
fringing flux 

Figure 1.3: Magnetic reading head. 

research and thus oiu: focus will be on the better known MI model. ̂ As depicted in 

1.3. the MI reading head senses changes in flux direction on the magnetic medium, 

and this results in a circulating flux in the core. The circulating flux induces a 

voltage across the coil terminals governed by Faraday's law, and given by 

. = (1.3) 

where Nt is the number of coil turns. Thus, whereas a binary pattern cor

responding to the sequence Uk was recorded, its derivative is in fact the retrieved 

signal. 

' The MI model serve as a zeroth order approximation to the MR model. 
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The combmed effect of spacing loss, gap loss, thickness loss, and write-process 

loss can be modeled by a step response h{t) which is known as the Lorentzian 

isolated step response, and it is expressible as [1] 

h { t )  =  2  
1 + \pu;50 / 

where pw^o is the width of the playback pulse at one half of the peak voltage and 

Sc = pvj^olTc is the recorded bit density. Thus, a transition (step) in ^(<) is not 

a c t u a l l y  r e a d  a s  a  d e l t a  f u n c t i o n ,  a s  w o u l d  i m p l y ,  b u t  i s  r a t h e r  t h e  p u l s e  h { t ) .  

We see from equation (1.4) that h{t) decays slower when the value of Sc increases, 

which results in increased intersymbol interference (ISI). Typical values for Sc reinge 

between 1 and 3. Fig. 1.4 illustrates h{t) at Sc = 1-0 and 3.0 when Tc = 1. 

A block diagram for the overall read/write process is depicted in Fig. 1.5. 

and can be mathematically modeled as 

z { t )  =  *  h { t ) w { t )  

= kTc) - h{t-ik + l)Tc)]-\-w{t) (1.5) 
^  k  

where z { t )  is the readback waveform, * indicates convolution, and w { t )  is white 

Gaussian noise with spectral density No/2. The differentiation that appears in 

the first line of equation (1.5) is a consequence of the flux derivative as given in 

equation (1.3). 
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Figure 1.4: The Lorentzian pulse h { t )  at 5c = 1.0 and 3.0. 

As in any commimication system, to maximize the received signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR), a filter matched to h{t) — h{t — Tc) is employed at the front end of the 

receiver, followed by a symbol rate (1/Tc) sampler and a discrete-time equalizer. A 

discrete-time equivalent model of the form (1 — D)g{D) follows directly from this, 

where (1 —j9)(l —is a factorization of the sampled autocorrelation 

fimction, Xs{D), of s(t) [1], This is related to the sampled autocorrelation function, 

XfiiD), of h{t), through Xs{D) = (1 — D){1 — D~^)Xh{D) where the coefficient 

of Xh{D) is given [1] by 

^' A: G {0, ±1,±2,...}. 

where A q  is a relatively unimportant constant. 
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i  i  
h ( t )  

wi t )  

Figure 1.5: A continuoiis-time model for the MRC chamiel. 

z ( D )  
1-D h i D )  

w { D )  

Figure 1.6: The linear model for the MI head. 

Thus, the model in (1.5) has the discrete-time equivalent 

z { D )  = a(D)( l  -  D ) g { D )  +  w { D )  (1.6) 

or 

z { D )  =  b { D ) g { D ) ^ w { D )  (1.7) 

where bk = ak — ak-i nominally takes values in the set (0, ±2}, and 6^ = ±2 

whenever a transition in ajt occurs. In these equations, w{D) is a white Gaussian 

noise process with a variance of No/2. The model described in equation (1.6) is 

the linear model for the MI head (Fig. 1.6). Nonlineeir models for both the MI and 

MR heads will be studied in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1.7: Spectnxm of the MRC channel at Sc = 1.0 and 3.0. 

1.3 Linear Equalization and PR Targets 

The frequency response of the magnetic recording channel (MRC) can be 

expressed as [1] 

if(/) =isin(7rn)e-'^^=l"l (1.8) 

where I f ( f )  is the Fourier transform of h { t )  —  h { t  —  T c )  and Q = fTc is a normalized 

measure of frequency. Fig. 1.7 depicts the frequency response of the MRC channel 

at Sc = 1.0 and 3.0. 

Observe that equalizing the channel response to a flat power spectrum eind 

then using a symbol-by-symbol decision criterion is impossible since the imequalized 
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spectrum has a spectral null at / = 0 and has little gain at / = Q.5fTc  (at high 

densities). A technique that achieves the optimal performance is to employ a 

maximum Ukehhood sequence detector (MLSD) that is matched to the imeqiialized 

signal at the matched filter output. The complexity of such detector, which can be 

implemented by the Viterbi algorithm (VA), grows exponenticilly with the niunber 

of states. Thus, implementing such detector is again out of the question becavise 

of its high complexity, especially at high recording densities (see Fig. 1.4). 

The next technique that may come to mind is to combine both linear equal

ization and MLSD detection. In this case, the Unear equalizer is used to shorten 

the MRC chaimel impulse response and then the VA is used to detect the equal

ized signal. With this approach, there wiU be enhancement and colorization of the 

noise. The enhancement of the noise power results in performance degradation. 

Also, there will be some loss of optimahty due to the noise colorization since the 

VA is optimal in the presence of white noise. Thus, the goal here is to find a suit

able MRC equaUzation target which maintains a reasonable compromise among the 

noise enhancement, noise colorization, and complexity of the VA detector. 

The class of charmel targets that are widely used in real magnetic recording 

systems are called partial response (PR) channels [2]-[5]. PR channels are used 

because they possess spectral nulls that match those of the MRC charmel. When 

the target charmel has the same spectral nulls and dips as the original chaimel, the 
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Figure 1.8: Spectra of the MRC at Sc = 2.0, PR4, and EPR4 channels. 

noise enhancement would not be as severe as the case where the spectral nulls do 

not match. Also, PR equalization has the advantage that the equalized pulse is 

fairly short compared to the imequalized pulse, which, conseqxiently. reduces the 

detector complexity. 

Among the PR channels that are widely used in magnetic recording systems 

include channels whose transfer poljmomieil is of the form fpR{D) = (1—Z))(l+D)", 

n > 1. For n = 1,2, fpniD) is called PR4 emd EPR4, respectively. (We point out 

that other PR polynomials are also used in magnetic recording systems, as we 

shall see in Chapter 3.) The spectra of PR4, and EPR4, and the MRC channel 

at Sc = 2.0 and 3.0 are compared in Fig. 1.8 and Fig. 1.9, respectively. We 
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Figure 1.9: Spectra of the MRC at Sc = 3.0, PR4, and EPR4 channels. 

observe from Fig. 1.8 that, when Sc = 2.0, the PR4 spectrum matches the MRC 

better than EPR4 at high frequencies, but worse at low frequencies. However, when 

Sc = 3.0, the EPR4 spectnun matches the MRC better than PR4 at both high and 

low frequencies as seen in Fig. 1.9. Leirger degree PR polynomials (n > 3) will 

match the MRC channel even better at Sc = 3.0, but we do not consider such cases 

for their greater detector complexity. 

As mentioned above, equalizing the MRC response to a PR target response 

results in enhancing and colorizing the noise which, consequently, degrades the 

performance. This degradation gets worse as the recording density increases. To 

compensate for such loss and, in fact, achieve performance gains, several coding 
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techniques have been proposed for magnetic recording systems where considerable 

coding gains have been shown possible. Some of these coding techniques will be 

discussed in the following section. 

1.4 Channel Coding 

1.4.1 High-Level Block Diagram 

The block diagram shown in Fig. l.IO is a model of a typical coded digital 

commimication system. Following is a brief description of each block in the figiue. 

The soiurce encoder is employed to remove redundancy in the input binary sequence 

s such that the output sequence u has maximum entropy (fewer bits) while main

taining the same amoimt of information £is in 5 (lossless data compression), or 

losing some of the information in s to achieve rates lower than entropy (lossy data 

compression). The channel encoder is employed to introduce, via some algorithm, 

some redundcmcy in the binary sequence u, which can be used at the receiver to 

overcome the effects of noise and any other interference that may be encountered 

diuring transmission. The channel encoding process normally involves breaking the 

input information sequence into fc-bit sequences and mapping each fc-bit seqixence 

imiquely into an n-bit sequence, called a codeword. The ratio ^ is called the code 

rate which is, when considering channel coding, less than one. 
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modulator 

channel 

demodulator 

channel 
encoder 

source 
encoder 

channel 
decoder 

source 
decoder 

Figiire 1.10: A block diagram of a digital commmiication system. 

The raodulator may simply map every coded bit, or perhaps a group of coded 

bits, into one of the possible chaimel waveforms. Such waveforms may differ from 

application to application depending on the modulation scheme employed. In some 

applications, the channel encoder and modulator are combined in one block which 

results in so-called treUis coded modulation (TCM). In this case, the channel de

coder and demodulator are also combined in one block. The focus for the rest of this 

dissertation will be on the channel encoder/decoder with apphcation to magnetic 

recording systems. 

In a typical digital magnetic recording system, the building blocks are not 

different from those of the digital communication system described above. Although 

the transmission/reception techniques may seem different, at the system level both 

systems are essentially the same. More specifically, when the MRC channel is 

equaUzed to a PR target, the resultant equalized response can be viewed as a 
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simple linear ISI channel followed by a noise source. Obviously, the noise in this 

case is colored because of the equalizer. However, in designing signal processing and 

coding techniques for such a system, the noise is usually assumed white. So to avoid 

serious performeince degradation, noise-predictive techniques may be employed to 

whiten (decorrelate) the noise [6]-[8]. 

As mentioned above, there has been a great demand for increasing the storage 

capacity of magnetic recording systems. This results in an increase in the distortion 

level in the retrieved signal which consequently degrades the error rate performance. 

Sophisticated coding techniques have been developed recently that are applicable to 

magnetic recording systems. Most of these coding techniques were first developed 

for other appUcations such as high-speed satellite commimication systems and deep-

space commimications. Later, it was shown that such techniques can be successfully 

adapted to magnetic recording systems, particularly, to PR channels. 

Before introducing the concept of concatenated coding, which is the focus 

of our work, we first give a brief description of some of the detection and coding 

techniques that have been developed for magnetic recording systems in the past 

40 years. One of the original detection techniques is called peak detection. Peak 

detection has been widely used in magnetic recording systems because it results in 

an extremely simple receiver, while Jichieving a good bit error rate performance. 

The function of the peak detector is to search for the location of the peak in the 
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retrieved signal. When a peak is detected, it means that a transition has occurred 

in the recorded sequence, which corresponds to a data "1" assiuning NRZI signaling 

(see Fig. 1.2). However, the performance of peak detectors degrades significantly 

if the chsiimel suffers from high ISI, i.e., at high recording densities. 

Several techniques have been introduced to enhauice the performauice of peak 

detectors, including a class of codes called runlength limited (RLL) codes. RLL 

codes are characterized by two parameters, d and k. These two parameters specify 

the minimum and maximum number of zeros between consecutive ones. The role 

of the parameter d is to prevent adjacent transitions in the recorded sequence, thus 

reducing ISI. The parameter k ensures frequent transitions in the received sequence 

wliich enhances the timing recovery process. The performance improvement of peak 

detectors combined with RLL codes becomes marginal at high recording densities as 

the ISI becomes more severe because of the code rate loss associated with the d = I 

constraint. As an alternative, researchers have thought of intentionally introducing 

some controlled ISI by using PR signaling, and then use the maximum likelihood 

sequence detection technique to detect the output. This technique was discussed 

in Section 1.3. 

Another class of codes cedled matched spectral-null (MSN) codes was recently 

introduced by Karabed and Siegel [9]. MSN codes are designed to satisfy the 

property that the frequencies at which the code power spectral density vanishes 
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correspond precisely to the frequencies at which the channel transfer function is 

zero. e.g.. DC-free codes on the dicode PR channel. This enhances the minimum 

distance of the combined code and channel. Another class of codes called maximum 

transition nm (MTR) codes was proposed by Moon and Brickner [10]. The basic 

idea of MTR codes is to eliminate (prevent) input bit patterns that contain three 

or more transitions in the corresponding current waveform that result in dominant 

error patterns and, hence, increasing the minimnm Euchdean distance of the overall 

system. Later, Conway and Nelson [11] introduced a new approach involving parity 

check codes, which prevent certain error events that are due to the noise correlation 

resulting from equalizing the MRC response to a PR target. 

1.4.2 Concatenated Codes 

In [12], Forney has proposed a new coding scheme with a multilevel coding 

structiure known as a concatenated code. It consists of a cascade of an inner code 

and an outer code. The inner code is typically a convolutional code, decoded using 

a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder implemented via the VA. The outer code is a 

liigh-rate algebraic Reed-Solomon (RS) code which has a powerfiil error correction 

capability. The performance improvement achieved by this concatenated coding 

scheme wcis very promising and opened the door for further developments in this 

area. 
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Motivated by the work of Forney [12] and Ungerboeck [13], Deng and Costello 

[14] proposed an edtemative concatenation system which involves nsing a trellis

coded modulation scheme as inner code and a RS code as outer code. The inner 

code comprises a convolutional code combined with a modulation scheme such as 

8-PSK. This concatenation system can be decoded in two different ways. First, 

the inner code is decoded using a soft-decision VA that provides hard decisions 

to the outer RS decoder. Second, the VA is modified such that it provides, in 

addition to hard decisions, reliability information to the outer decoder in the form 

of symbol erasiures. The RS decoder is then modified such that it uses the reliability 

information as side information to make better decisions. The latter decoding 

technique achieves better performance than the former one. 

In [15], Wolf and Ungerboeck developed a trelUs coding teclmique based on 

using binary convolutional codes in conjimction with precoding and the PR chan

nel. The structiure of these trellis codes is very attractive as it makes it very simple 

to design good codes. For instance, to design a good code, it suffices to design a 

convolutional code with a good Hamming distance as it results, with appropriate 

choice of precoder, in large Euclidean distance at the output of the PR channel. 

However, this class of codes only applies to a Uinited class of PR channels, partic

ularly, channels whose transfer polynomial is of the form fpR(D) = 1 ± D". r? > 1. 

Other related codes for PR channels are reported in [9]-[19]. 
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Hagenauer and Hoeher [20] proposed another concatenation scheme which 

involves serial concatenation of two convolutional codes separated by a pseudo

random interleaver (permuter). The inner code is decoded using a soft-output 

Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) that provides to the outer Viterbi decoder soft informa

tion on the received sequence. The function of the interleaver is to separate the 

bursts of errors produced by the inner decoder. 

The discovery of turbo codes in 1993 by Berrou. et al. [21] marked one of 

the most important breakthroughs in the history of coding theory. A turbo code 

is simply a concatenation scheme that involves parallel concatenation of two or 

more convolutional codes separated by an interleaver, and decoded using iterative 

decoding techniques. The novelty of tiu-bo codes lies in the way they exploit the 

presence of the interleaver as well as their iterative decoding structure. They have 

received great attention from the coding community because they are capable of 

operating near Shannon capacity [22] on additive white Gaussian noise (AVVGN) 

channels for error rates in the lO'^-lO"® range. From now on, we shall refer to 

turbo codes as parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCCs). 

Motivated by the discovery of PCCCs, Benedetto, et al. [23] proposed a 

new concatenation scheme which involves serial concatenation of two convolutional 

codes separated by an interleaver £ind decoded using iterative decoding techniques. 

We refer to this scheme as serial concatenated convolution£il codes (SCCCs). They 
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were introduced as an alternative to PCCCs as they are, for some applications, less 

complex with performance comparable to that of PCCCs. More recently, another 

concatenated coding scheme ceilled hybrid concatenated codes has been introduced 

by Divsalar and Pollara [24]. A hybrid concatenated code is a parallel concatenation 

of an SCCC code and a single convolutional code separated by two interleavers, one 

for the SCCC code and the other for the combined code. 

Since 1998, much work h£is been done in an effort to examine the applicability 

of concatenated codes to magnetic recording systems. In [25], Ryan has shown 

that concatenated codes can be successfully applied to magnetic recording systems, 

where a considerable coding gain can be achieved. In his technique, he treats the 

precoded PR chaimel as an iimer code while employing a PCCC code as an outer 

code. The inner code is detected using a posteriori probability (APP) detector 

matched to the precoded PR trellis. The outer code is decoded using two APP 

decoders matched to the constituent convolutional codes. The iimer and outer 

codes iteratively pass APP infonnation back and forth for a certain number of 

iterations. 

Following Ryan's paper, Souvignier, et al. [26] have studied another concate

nation scheme that involves serial concatenation of a single convolutional code and 

a precoded PR channel separated by an interleaver. Related work can be found 

in [27]-[36]. More recently, another class of codes called low density parity check 
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(LDPC) codes has been successfully applied to magnetic recording systems [39]. 

LDPC codes are linear error-correcting codes defined by sparse parity check matri

ces. They were first invented by Gallager [40]-[41], and then expanded by Tanner 

[42], and MacKay [43]. They can be decoded using an algorithm called the message 

passing algorithm. 

The general structure of concatenating coding for partial response systems 

is depicted in Fig. 1.11. In the figure, the inner code is normeiUy the precoded 

PR charmel, and the outer code can be a PCCC code, a convolutional code, or an 

LDPC code.^ The focus of our work is placed on the second case, which we refer 

to as a serial concatenated code (SCC) system. The SCC code is decoded using 

an APP detector matched to the precoded PR trellis, and another APP decoder 

matched to the outer convolutional code. Both decoders work together iteratively 

and cooperatively. 

The APP algorithm was introduced by McAdam, et al. [44], and also inde

pendently by Bahl, et al. [45]. An algorithm that is similar in concept was also 

introduced by Chang and Hancock [46]. The APP algorithm is edso knoxMi as the 

maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) algorithm, or the BCJR algorithm. After 

the discovery of turbo codes, the APP £ilgorithm was modified to suit the itera

tive decoding structure of concatenated codes [47]. However, the originzil iterative 

^ In all cases that have been reported in literature, the interleaver was removed from Fig. 1.11 
when LDPC is employed as an outer code. 
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Figure 1.11; GenercJ structure of concatenated coding for PR chaimels. (11 indi
cates a permuter.) 

APP suffers from some stability problems, especially at relatively high SNR. To 

avoid such problems, it was modified to operate in the logarithm domain, where 

the modified version is usually referred to as log-APP. The log-APP algorithm used 

to decode an SCCC code, which is usually referred to as a soft-in-soft-out (SISO) 

algorithm, is slightly different from the log-APP algorithm that is used to decode 

a PCCC code. Since the focus of our work is placed on the SCC system, from now 

on. we shall only consider the SISO algorithm. 
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1.4.3 The SISO (Log-APP) Algorithm 

As mentioned earlier, the SCC system is decoded using two SISO processors, 

one SISO is matched to the precoded PR channel (inner SISO). and the other 

SISO is matched to the outer CC code (outer SISO). The two processors pass 

soft information back and forth in an iterative manner. In the following, we give 

pseudo-code for both inner and outer SISO processors. But first, we give the 

following definitions: 

Definitions 

• Ml is the set of all states of the outer CC. 

• Mo is the set of all states of precoded PR trellis 

• — [ui U2 ... uyv] is a block of information bits at the input of the outer 

convolutional encoder. 

• cf^ = [ui U2 • • - un Pi  P2  . . .  P i s r ]  is the corresponding codeword (assiuning 

rate-1/2 systematic CC). 

• = [xi X2 ... X2n] is the corresponding channel output sequence. 

• Yi^ = [yI y2 • • • y2N\ is the corresponding noisy received sequence. 
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A simple way of miderstanding how the APP algorithm works is by relating 

it to something that we already know, which is the Viterbi algorithm. The APP 

algorithm can be simply viewed as two Viterbi algorithms: forward VA and back

ward VA. For the forward algorithm, the cmnulative metric (s) for state s at 

time k is updated according to the forward recursion 

Qfc (5) = max* [Qfc_i (5') + (s', 5), afc.i (s") + 7*: (s", s)] (1.9) 

where max* ( x ,  y )  =  max (x, y)-|-log ^1 -I- and 7*: (5', s )  is the branch metric 

for the state transition s' —* s which is defined as (similar definition for 7.(5". 5)) 

j k i s ' . s )  = { y k  -  X k ( s \ s ) f - h  ̂ C k { s ' , s )  L l i i c k )  ( i n n e r  S I S O )  ( 1 . 1 0 )  

7fc(s',s) = icP(5',5)Lf„(cP) (outer SISO) (1.11) 

where { c k i s ' , s ) ,  Xfc(s',s)) in (1.10) is the branch label pair that corresponds to 

the state transition s' —• 5 in the precoded PR trellis. (cit) is the a pnon 

information on code bit Ck obtained from the outer SISO. Cfc(s',s) is a permuted 

version of Ck{s',s) in (1.10), which refers to the information bit itfc(s'.s) or its 

corresponding parity bit pk (s', s) (see Fig. 1.11). (c^) is the a priori information 

on code bit cj^ obtained from the iimer SISO (see Fig. 1.11). A^o is the single-sided 

noise power spectral density (AWGN of variance ^ is assiuned). For the backward 

algorithm, the cumulative metric 0k [s) for state s at time k is updated according 

to the backweird recursion 

0 k  (s) = max* [ySfc+i (s') -t- 7fc+i ( s ,  s ' )  ,  0 k + i  ( s " )  +  7/fc+i (s, s")] (1.12) 
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The extrinsic information (ufc) is computed as (similar expression holds for 

L t o M )  

= naax* [q*:-i (s')+7ifc+i (s,s') +/?*: (s)] (1.13) 

- in^ * [aifc_i {s') + 7Jfc+i («, s') + (3k (s)] 

In the above expression, max* indicates computing the max* fimction for the set 
S-'r 

of ordered pairs {s'. s) corresponding to all the state transitions (5A:-I = s') 

{Sk = s) caused by input +1. A similar definition applies to max*. Note that the 

equations (1.9) and (1-12) are exzictly the same as those of the classical VA when 

the fimction max*(-) is replaced with the regular max(-) fimction. 

Following is a pseudo-code for the inner and outer SISO algorithms. The 

pseudo-code for the encoder is not given here because it is much more straightfor

ward. We mention here that the outer encoder (convolutional) starts at state zero 

and is terminated to state zero, whereas the inner encoder (precoded PR) starts at 

state zero and is not terminated to state zero. 
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=============== Initialization =========== 
- Qq (5) = 0 for s = 0, and ao (s) = —00 for s ^ 0 (inner SISO) 
- Qg ("®) ~ 0 for s = 0, and ag (s) = —00 for s ^ 0 (outer SISO) 
- (s) = 0 for s = 0. and (s) = —00 for s ^ 0 (outer SISO) 
- LI, (cfc) = 0 for V Cfc 

INNER SISO 

=============== The z"* iteration ==========: 

for ^- = 1 : 2 N  

obtain yk and L% (c/t). 
compute " ( k  { s ' . s )  from (1.10) for all valid transitions s' —^ s. 
c o m p u t e  o c \  ( 5 )  f r o m  ( 1 . 9 )  f o r  a U  5  €  M i .  

end 
3 ] ^  ( s )  =  ajv (5) for all s e Mi 
for  k  =  2 N  :  - 1  :  1  

compute / 3 i  ( s )  from equation (1.12) for all s € A/i. 
end 
for A: = 1 : 2 N  

set numer = — oc and denom = — 00 

for all transitions s' —* s 
if{ck (s'.s) == +1) 

nimier = max* j^numer, aj._i (5) 4- j k  ( s ,  s ' )  -f 0 1 .  (s')] 
else ij{ck (s', s) == —1) 

denom = max* j^denom, Q^fc-l (s) + I k  (s, s ' )  +  (s')] 
end 
Lto (cfc) = numer - denom - 1%^ (cfc) 

end 
=============== End of i"* iteration ========== 

By the end of the i"* iteration, the iimer SISO would have computed extrinsic 

information (Ck) on all code bits including the information bits Uk and their 

corresponding parity bits pk. This extrinsic information is then passed to the outer 

SISO to be used as a priori information in the next iteration. 
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OUTER SISO 

=============== The (i + 1)"' iteration =============== 
for A: = 1 : AT 

obtain Lf^ (uk) and Lf^ (pk), after proper permuting 
compute (s', 5) for Uk from (1.11) for all valid treinsitions s' —• s. 
compute Tfc (s', s) for pk from (1.11) for all valid transitions s' s. 
compute a %  ( s )  from (1.9) for all 5 € M2. 

end 
for A: = A'" ; — I ; 1 

compute 0 ^  ( s )  from equation (1.12) for all s 6 iV/j. 
end 
for A: = 1 : AT 

set numerl = —oc, muner2 = —00, denoml = —oc, and denom2 = —oc 
for all transitions s' —* s 

ij{uk (s',s) == +1) 

numerl = max* j^numerl, q2_i (s) + ( s .  s ' )  + (s')j 
else if{uk (s' ,s) == -1)  

denoml = max* j^denoml, oc%_^ (s) + 7]^ (^' ^') 0% («')] 
if{Pk (s',s) == +1) 

numer2 = max* [^numer2, a^-i (®) + Tfc (^'-s') + 01 (s')j 
else iAPk{s',s) == -1) 

denom2 = max* j^denom2, (s) + 'y^ (s, s') + Pt (^')] 
end 
Lio ("fc) = numerl — denoml — (uk) 
L t o  ( P k )  = nimier2 - denom2 - L % i { p k )  

end 
=============== End of (i + 1)''^ iteration =============== 

The extrinsic information {uk) and L% {pk) is then passed back to the inner 

SISO to be used as a priori information in the next iteration. This repeats for a 

certain niunber of iterations. After the Isist iteration, the decisions Uk are made 

using the soft output of the outer SISO. Since the log-APP (SISO) is numerically 

stable, it is used in all the simulations in this dissertation. Thus, for the rest 
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of the dissertation, any reference to APP algorithm implies the log-APP (SISO) 

algorithm. 

1.5 The Dissertation Outline 

In this dissertation we introduce new signal processing cind coding techniques 

for magnetic recording systems. In Chapter 1, we reviewed the basic concepts of 

the magnetic recording and reading processes, and we discussed a linear model 

for the MRC channel, showing how it leads to PR signaling. We also discussed 

various coding techniques that are used or have the potential to be used in magnetic 

recording systems. 

In Chapter 2, we improve the MRC model to include nonhnear ISI and two 

algorithms for mitigating the effects of nonhnear intersymbol interference in PR4-

and EPR4-equalized magnetic recording channels. These algorithms, which we call 

RAM-Search algorithms, have been devised to mitigate both the (nonUnear) precur

sor and postcursor ISI that arises in magnetic recording systems. The algorithms 

were successfully tested against two nonlinear models: a simple partial-erasure 

model for the nonhnear write process, and a third-order polynomial model for the 

nonlinear read process. We also demonstrate the efficacy of the algorithms on 

captured spinstand signals which suflfer from a significant amount of nonUnear ISI. 
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In Chapter 3, we consider the serial concatenation of a single convolutional 

code £ind a precoded PR target separated by an interleaver (see Fig. 1.11). The 

PR targets iinder consideration include the EPR4 PR target and another target 

supplied to us by IBM. The gO£ils in this work include: (1) the joint optimization 

of interleaver and precoder for a fixed outer convolutional code and PR target. (2) 

the choice of optimal code rate for both PR teirgets assuming a Lorentzian model, 

and (3) an assessment of the performance of these codes in the presence of thermal 

asperities. We introduce mathematical and algorithmic tools for accomplishing 

these goals and present simulation results which support our approach. Among 

the positive results is the ability to lower the well-known error rate floor of these 

concatenated schemes over arbitrary partial response charmels. 

In Chapter 4, we modify the iterative SOVA for PR channels and examine 

its performance for parallel and serial concatenated codes on a precoded Class IV 

partial response (PR4) charmel. We present a SOVA that differs slightly from 

what appears in the literature and compare the performance of the two versions. 

We consider code rates of the form {ko = 4. 8, zmd 64). 

In Chapter 5. we discuss the results foimd in Chapter 2 through 4. and address 

some suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NONLINEAR EQUALIZATION 

2.1 Introduction 

One nagging conseqiience of ever increasing (linear) recording densities is the 

ubiquitous nonlinear distortion arising from closely spaced recorded transitions. 

Among the dominant effects are partial erasure and transition shift (for magneto-

inductive (MI) write heads) [63], [64] and pulse asymmetry and saturation (for 

magneto-resistive (MR) read heads) [65]-[67]. We presume that most of the distor

tion due to transition shift can be ehminated via write precompensation. although 

we believe the positive results reported below are not particularly dependent on the 

type of nonlinear distortion present. A nimiber of methods for mitigating nonlinear 

intersymbol interference (ISI) have been examined in recent years, including the 

FLA.M-DFE [68], VEurious RAM ISI-cancellers [69], various sequence detectors [64], 

[69], [77], neural network-based ISI-cancellers [70], [71], and Volterra equalizers [72]. 

AU of these techniques suffer from either high complexity or margined effectiveness. 
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In this chapter we examine two nonlinear ISI cancellers which are simpie cind 

effective. We borrow from the RAM-DFE technique the idea of nsing a RAM 

to model (via training) the nonlinear magnetic recording channel (MRC) at the 

receiver. A similar approach was examined previously in [69], but its efforts were 

thwarted by error propagation problems inherent in using ISI cancellation together 

with a partial response target (see also [73]). In particular, since the nonlinear 

ISI involves both precursor and postciursor values of the recorded bits at, the ISI 

canceller requires both feedbsick and feedforward decisions dfc.^ However, for PR4. 

for example, the readback signal is a noisy, distorted version of Ck = a^ — ak-2 from 

which the decisions dk must be derived, and errors in the decisions dt propagate and 

impede proper ISI cancellation. This situation is described more fully in Section 

2.3. 

The two nonlinear ISI cancellers proposed in this chapter circumvent the error 

propagation problem that arises in making feedforward decisions for the purpose 

of cancelling precursor ISI terms. Our focus is on feedforward decisions as error 

propagation is more dominant here, which follows from the fact that, imlike the 

decision feedback case, absolutely no ISI cancellation takes place prior to mak

ing these "tentative" decisions. The algorithms involve using the RAM to search 

among a subset of RAM inputs for the ISI yielding a minimum decision error. The 

'Unlike the linear ISI case where one can equalize to purely causal (i.e., postcursor) ISI for 
improved decision-feedback equalization, one cannot do the same for the nonlinear ISI case. 
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first "RAM-Search" algorithm attempts to cancel nonlinear ISI independent of the 

partial response Viterbi detection, and the second incorporates the RAM into the 

Viterbi detector. These algorithms may be considered to be (nonUnear ISI) gen

eralizations of the global and local feedback algorithms discussed in [1] (Chap. 7) 

and [74], 

In Section 2.2, we review MI and MR head nonlinear channel models against 

which we test our algorithms. Section 2.3 then discusses algorithms for attacking 

nonlinear ISI, citing the various problems faced in previous attempts. Section 2.4 

presents the simulated performance results for the MI £md MR models and for 

PR4 and EPR4 equalization targets, as well as a study on burst error statistics. 

This section also presents results for captured spinstand signals with substantial 

nonlinear ISI. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes the chapter. 

2.2 Nonlinear Channel Model 

2.2.1 MI Model (Write Process) 

When the recording density is high, the Unear model no longer holds. In 

particular, the recorded transitions become partially erased (and position-shifted) 

so that the actual value of bk becomes a function of the values of its neighbors, i.e.. 
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it depends on the number of transitions adjacent to bk. FVom the model proposed 

in [64], the transition amplitudes are modified as Pkbk, where = 1 if there exist 

no adjacent transitions, = 7 if there is a single adjacent transition, and pk = 7-

if there are two adjacent transitions. Here. 0 < 7 < 1, with the actual value of 7 

depending on the recording density.^ The model also ctssumes recorded transition 

shifts are ehminated by write precorapensation as is commonly done. 

With the nonlinear effects of partial erasure included, (1.7) is modified as 

z { D ) = b { D ) g { D )  +  w { D )  (2.1) 

where the coeflBcients of 6(D) are = P k b k -  The discrete time signal z { D )  is then 

equalized to the desired partial response target which is. for the piu-poses of this 

dissertation, PR4 or EPR4 (see Fig. 2.1). We eissume a long MMSE FIR filter 

equalizer is employed (see, for example, [76]). Thus, the PR4-equalized version 

of z{D) in (2.1) is approximated as (approximate since an MMSE equaUzer. as 

opposed to a zero-forcing equalizer, is used) 

z { D ) ~ b { D ) { l  +  D ) + n { D )  (2.2) 

^.A.s pointed out to us by J. Wolf, 7 is actually an average value, representing the amount of 
erasure on average. 
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Figure 2.1: MI head model. 

where n { D )  is the colored noise at the PR4 equaUzer output.^ Similarly, the 

EPR4-equalized version of z{D) in (2.1) is approximated as 

where n { D )  is the colored noise at the EPR4 equalizer output. 

2.2.2 MR Model (Read Process) 

Modern magnetic storage drives employ MR heads for the read process which 

suffer from nonlinear distortion. The nonUnearities in an MR head are manifested 

as pulse asymmetry and saturation. AsjTnmetry occurs when a biased MR head 

slightly saturates for one polarity. Satviration occurs when the amplitude of the 

input signal exceeds the linear range of the head in both directions, reducing the 

peak vEilue of the transition responses. 

^The symbol in this equation refers to the fact that the factor (1+ Z)) is only approximate 
and the actual polynomial (response) has "tails." A similar comment holds for the factor (1 +£))^ 
in equation (2.3). 

z { D )  ~6(£))(l4-D)2 + n(D) (2.3) 
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The nonlinearity due to asymmetry is characterized by the peak asymmetry 

[65|, 

where Vp is the positive peak amplitude and Ki is the negative peak ampHtiide of 

the MR isolated pulse. The positive asymmetry is due to an tmderbiased MR head 

and negative asymmetry is due to an overbiased MR head [67]. 

The nonlinearity in the MR head is modeled as a memoryless nonHnear device 

with a transfer function characterized by the third-order polynomial [65] 

y/fc = Xfc + ax% - f3x\ (2.5) 

where yk and Xk are the output and input of the nonlinear device at time k. respec

tively. Q and 0 correspond to asymmetry and saturation, respectively, and they 

are usually small positive values.'* We may also write (2.5). more compactly as 

V(D) = [i(D)l. 

To incorporate asymmetry and saturation eflFects, (1.7) is modified (with 

x{D) = b{D)g{D)) as 

z { D )  =  f N L H D ) g { D ) ]  +  w { D )  (2.6) 

•'We remark that it may be possible to "invert" this nonlinearity with a nonlinear device 
inserted near the head (prior to equalization), but we do not take this approach here since there 
exist other nonlinearities in the system that the receiver has to deal with an>-way. 
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Figure 2.2: MR head model. 

where /nlI ] is the nonlinear naapping of (2.5). z ( D )  is filtered by the 'matched' 

filter (1 — D~^)h{D~^) and then equalized to the PR4 or EPR4 partial response 

target with an MMSE equalizer (see Fig. 2.2). 

2.3 The Algorithms Investigated 

The signal terms in (2.2), (2.3), and (2.6) can be expanded in a Volterra series 

(see [69] and references) of the form 

^ ' ̂ r^k—r "t" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^rs^k—rO-k—s "I" ^ ^ ^ ^ " f^rst^k—r^k—s^k—t (2-^ )  
r r 3 r 3 t 

for some "kernels" Kr, Krs, and Krst, and where (at least for our model) the 

simmiations are finite. The first term represents the usual linear ISI, and the other 

terms represent second- and third-order nonlinear ISI, respectively. As an example, 

the Volterra series expansion for the PR4 model® given in (2.2) may be obtained 

^As another example, the Volterra series for the model in (2.5) and (2.6) may be obtained by 

— /'Vi 9TI expanding Zk — f\L 9rbk + Wk where f N L [ ^ \  =  x  +  a x ^  — and bk = a*.- — ak-i-
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by first rewriting (2.2) as 

— bk + 6fc_i + Tlfc 

=  • gy{bk+i,bk-i)  +  bk-i  •  g-f(bk. ,bk-2) +  Tik .  (2.8)  

where (with x, y S {6fc}) 

r 

1 when X = y = 0 

' ^2 w^jien l^l = |y| = 2 

7 otherwise 

Now, setting g-y{x, y) = ^1 -|- ^1 + , we obtain from (2.8) and the fact 

that — flfc—j. 

Zk = fefc ^  ^fc+i)  

+6*:_i ^1 + (l + + "fc 

= Ay (ttjt — ak-2) + B7 (ofc+i  ~  flf c-3 ~ afc+iOfc-iflfc + ak-iak-20.k-3) 

+Cy (afcafc_2afc-3 — akak-iOk-^ — ak+iO-kO'k-2 + a*:+i<ifc-ittfc_2) 

+Tl;t (2.9) 

where = |(1 + 7), B-y = |(1 —y^), and C-> = ^(1 — 7)^. (We also used the fact 

that a\ = \ and a\ = at to obtain the simpUfied expression in (2.9).) We observe 

that this particular model leads to a Volterra series with no second-order nonlinear 

ISI. 
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It is evident from this expression why nonlinear ISI cancellation becomes 

problematic. First, most of the third-order ISI terms are not purely "precursor" 

or "post-cursor," as these nonlinear ISI terms may be of the form ak+xo.kO'k-^, 

for example, involving both precursor (ok+i) and postcursor (0^-2) factors. This 

explains why, even imder ideal conditions, the RAM-DFE can offer only partial 

nonlinear ISI mitigation: only the past decisions, dk-i. dk-2-•••• are fed back 

for ISI cancellation in the RAM-DFE, whereas "fiitiure" and present decisions, 

and Ofc, are also required for cancellation. (These are the so-called feedforward 

decisions.) 

The second difficulty with nonlinear ISI cancellation is, because partial re

sponse signaling is involved, the receiver sees (noisy, distorted versions of) linear 

combinations. Ck, of the at's {ck = ak — ak-2 for PR4 and Ck = afc-l-afc_i —ak-2 — o.k-z 

for EPR4). Thus, the ak decisions must be computed from the Ck decisions if ISI 

is to be cancelled. For PR4, the ak decisions may be computed as: 

dfc = Cfc/2 when Cfc = ±2 (2.10) 

dk = dk-2 when Cfc = 0 

which follows directly from the relation Ck = ak — ak-2- Thus, an error in ak-2 

will propagate for as long as cjt = 0; it will correct itself when ct = ±2 and Ck is 

correct. The situation is worse for EPR4 since it has a longer response, making 

error propagation more likely. 
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To make this more concrete, consider the RAM ISI canceller in Fig. 2.3. mode 

I. Observe that since past, present, and fiitiire values of are required for ISI 

cancellation, i.e., to address the RAM, a decision operation of the form described in 

(2.10) is necessciry in a feedforward as well as a feedback path. While we can expect 

error propagation in the fed back decisions d/t_i, dfc-2, - the situation is much worse 

for the feedforward decisions dfc,djfc+i,... . Since no ISI has been subtracted on the 

feedforward path, it is more prone to errors eoid, hence, error propagation. This 

problem leads us to the following Eilgorithms designed to eliminate error propagation 

in the feedforward path. 

We first remark that each ailgorithm assimies essentially perfect knowledge of 

the nonhnear chcmnel model in the form of the RAM which has been trained as in 

Fig. 3, mode 0. A training update algorithm that can be used is 

RAM(afc) •- RAM(afc) + /xsign(ffc - ct) (2.11) 

where = rjt- RAM(dA:+i,..., dfc^dj), = (afc+di_i,..., a*;,..., ajt-da) is a vector 

of bits in the training sequence, and di and d2 are parameters which specify how 

many future and present (di) and how many pgist (^2) values of ak are present in 

the expression for the distorted seimple in (2.7). The parameter fj. in (2.11) is 

the usual adaptation step size set to some small number (e.g., /x = 0.001). 
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Figure 2.3: RAM-based nonlinear cancellers. (TD = threshold detector.) 
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2.3.1 The RAM-Search-2 (RS2) Algorithm 

This algorithm is motivated by the above error propagation problem. Our 

focus is on the Ok decisions in the feedforward path as it is more likely to propagate 

errors. In the eilgorithm, we search for the {ak+i,ak) = (i,j) combination (there 

are only four) which minimize 

l^fc  -  Cfcl  =  |r fc  -  Ck -  RAM(i , j ,dfc_i , . . . ,a fc-d2) | .  

The optimal pair is then used to address the RAM in the computation 

of the Viterbi receiver input fjt = rjt—RAM(dfc4.i,Ofc-dj). Thus, unless we are 

"fooled" by the noise, we can expect that the correct {i,j) pair has been found, 

and the correct ISI value has been subtracted. Further, since each foiu"-\vay search 

is independent of any other, the algorithm avoids error propagation. 

If we attempt to extend this idea to eliminate feedback error propagation, 

we would then have to search among = 2® addresses for PR4 (RS5) and 

2® addresses for EPR4 (RS6). Beside the fact that there are now many addresses 

among which to search, the likelihood of choosing the correct one (in the face of 

noise) is quite small. Our simulations support this argument. This problem then 

motivates the following algorithm. 
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2.3.2 The RAM-Search/Viterbi-Detector (RS-VD) Algorithm 

In the RS-VD algorithm, the RAM search routine works in cooperation with 

the Viterbi algorithm rather them independently of it. For this case, there are 

no explicit tentative decision elements, and Fig. 2.3 is no longer relevant (except 

for mode 0). Rather, each trellis state is equipped with the RAM model, and 

the address for the RAM is derived from the paths into the state together with a 

"look-ahead" bit dk+i = i to be searched over. 

In the standard Viterbi algorithm, the cimaulative metric ms(k) for state 5 at 

time k is updated according to 

rrisik) = min{A(s', s) + m3'{k — 1), X{s", s) + ms"{k — 1)} 

where X{s',s) is the branch metric for the transition from state s' to state s. and 

the other quantities are obviously defined. The branch metric A(s', s) is given by 

A(5',5) = (rfc - C k f  

where Ck = Ck{s',s) is the nominal charmel symbol output corresponding to the 

transition s' —* s. The branch metric A(s", s) is similarly defined. 

For the RS-VD algorithm, the branch metric A(s',5) is modified as 

A(s',s) = inin [r*: - Cfc - RA^^I (i,ajk,a]fc_i, ...,a*:_dj)]^ (2.12) 
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where dk, at-i,dk-d^ are the channel input branch labels for the contending path 

leading into state s at time k which previously went through state s' at time — 1. 

A similar expression applies to the s" —> s branch metric. We note that since 

there are two choices for i, this algorithm has the effect of doubling the niunber of 

branches between state pairs. 

Note by choosing RAM addresses based on the candidate path imder con

sideration, error propagation is avoided provided the set of candidate paths (i.e.. 

survivors) includes the correct path. If the correct path is not included, then errors 

will propagate somewhat as a result of incorrect addresses being used in the branch 

metrics given by (2.12). This error propagation is examined in the next section. 

2.4 Simulation Results 

In the presentation of oiu: simulation results, we keep the MI and MR models 

separate to simpUfy the presentation, although we recognize that in practice it is 

possible for both partial erasiure and MR head nonlinearities to be present in a 

readback signal. For both models, we set the RAM parameters as follows: di = 2 

(for PR4 and EPR4) and dj = 3 (for PR4) and da = 4 (for EPR4). These values 

are easily derived analytically for the MI model and are supported by simulations 

for the MR model. 
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2.4.1 MI Model 

The simulation diagram for both PR4 and EPR4 is shown in Fig. 2.1 and 

corresponds to the mathematical models given in (2.2) and (2.3). We assume a 

recording density of Sc = 2.0 for PR4 and Sc = 2.5 for EPR4. Thus, the noise 

processes in (2.2) and (2.3) correspond to the colored noise at the output of the 

PR4 and EPR4 equalizers designed for these densities. Further, we assimae 7 = 0.85 

for PR4 and 7 = 0.75 for EPR4.® 

Fig. 2.4 presents the bit error probabiUty (Pj) results for the PR4 case. Pb 

is plotted against Ec/Nq where Ec — E{^ is the expected energy of the distorted 

channel samples and Nq/2\s the variance of the white noise samples entering the 

PR4 equalizer. Included in the figure as a basis for comparison are the ciuA'es for no 

nonlinear compensation (NNC) with a Viterbi detector and the "ideal" situation 

for which the at's (feedforward and feedback) are known so that the RAM address 

is always correct.^ We observe that the RS2 algorithm provides an improvement 

of 1.5 dB at Pb = 10~® over the NNC error rate curve. The RS-VD algorithm 

provides an improvement of 2.3 dB. We edso point out that the latter algorithm is 

about 1.3 dB from the ideal curve at Pb = 10~®. 

^These values are not based on actual channel measurements. Rather, they are chosen simply 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the above algorithms. 

"We point out also that the tentative decision performance is about equal to that of NNC. 
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Figure 2.4: PR4 at Sc = 2.0 and 7 = 0.85. 

The EPR4 results are presented in Fig. 2.5. In this case, the improvement 

provided by the RS2 algorithm over the NNC error rate curve is 0.8 dB at Pb = 10"^. 

The improvement provided by the RS-VD algorithm is 2.1 dB. Also, the RS-VD 

algorithm performance is about 1.2 dB from the ideal c\vrve. 

We mention also that we compared the performance of the RS-VD algorithm 

to that of the maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) with idealized MI 

model for both PR4 and EPR4 signaling schemes.® In our simulations we used 

a recording density of Sc = 2.0 for PR4 and Sc = 2.5 for EPR4, and we assumed 

7 = 0.85 for PR4 and 7 = 0.75 for EPR4. The simulation results indicated that the 

®The number of states was 10 for the PR4 case [77], and 23 for the EPR4 case [78]. 
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Figure 2.5: EPR4 at Sc = 2.5 and 7 = 0.75. 

RS-VD for the PR4 case was superior to the MLSD by 0.2 dB at Pb = 10"^. while 

the MLSD for the EPR4 case had a gain of 0.8 dB over the RS-VD at P(, = 10"^. 

It may be siuprising that the PR4 case with RS-VD equalization is superior to 

the MLSD since the latter case is considered to be optimal. This is explained 

as follows. If the RS-VD algorithm is assimied to remove all ISI in the received 

sequence, then the performance would be equivalent to that of the ideal 4-state 

PR4 treUis. This PR4 treUis has a larger minimum Euclidean distance than that 

of the 10-state trellis (which incorporates all of channel nonlinearities). However, 

the RS-VD algorithm sometimes, due to noise, fails to remove all ISI, and only a 

marginal performance improvement was achieved by the RS-VD over the MLSD. 
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A similar argimient holds for the EPR4 case (except now the MLSD algorithm is 

superior). These results also demonstrate that the RS-VD algorithm is not simply 

another implementation of the MLSD detector. 

2.4.2 MR Model 

The simulation diagram for the PR4 and EPR4 is shown in Fig. 2.2. We 

assiune a recording density of Sc = 2.0 for PR4 emd Sc = 2.5 for EPR4. Further, 

we assume an asymmetry parameter of a = 0.25. which corresponds to a peak 

asjonmetry of 30%, and a saturation parcimeter of 3 = 0.15 for both cases, PR4 

and EPR4 [65].^ 

Simulation results for the PR4 case are presented in Fig. 2.6. We observe 

that the RS2 algorithm achieves a performance improvement of 1.8 dB at Pt, = 10"'' 

over the NNC error rate curve. The RS-VD algorithm achieves an improvement of 

2.6 dB at Pb = 10"^ over the NNC error rate curve. Also, the RS-VD algorithm is 

2.0 dB from the ideal cm-ve. 

The results for the EPR4 case are presented in Fig. 2.7. We observe that the 

RS2 algorithm achieves a performance improvement of 1.6 dB at Pb = 10"^ over 

the NNC error rate curve. The RS-VD algorithm achieves an improvement of 2.5 

^These \'alues assume that the peak magnitude for x/t in (2.5) is unity. 
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Figixre 2.6: PR4 at Sc = 2.0, a = 0.25 and 3 = 0.15. 

dB at Pb = 10~^ over the NNC error rate curve. Finally, the RS-VD algorithm 

performance is about 1.8 dB from the ideal curve. 

2.4.3 Burst Error Statistics 

In this section we present a study on burst error distributions for the NNC. 

RS2. and RS-VD algorithms for the EPR4-MR model shown in Fig. 2.2. An error 

burst is defined to be a string of detected bits, part or all of which are wrong. 

A burst is characterized by the density of errors. We define an error burst with 

respect to an error free interval (efi). An efi is defined to be an interval during 
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Figure 2.7: EPR4 at Sc = 2.5, a = 0.25 and (3 = 0.15. 

wliich all of the detected bits are correct. The Vcilue of efi determines the end of an 

error burst and the start of a new one, i.e., the separation between two consecutive 

error bursts is greater than efi. Thus, " • • • ooxxooxoo • • • " is a burst of length 

5 if e/i > 2, and it is one burst of length two and one burst of length one if e/i = 0 

or 1 (o = correct, x = error). In our simulations we chose efi = 25 because of the 

catastrophic nature of the EPR4 trellis. 

The error burst profiles shown in Fig. 2.8 are generated for the EPR4-MR 

case at Ec/Nq — 15.2 dB, and for 15,000 simulated bit errors. We observe from 

the figure that going from the NNC algorithm to the RS2 algorithm reduces the 

error propagation (0 error events of length > 16). Error propagation is reduced 
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Figure 2.8: Burst Error Statistics for EPR4-MR at E c/N q = 15.2 dB. and for 
15,000 simulated bit errors. 

further by the RS-VD algorithm (0 error events of length > 12). Similar results 

were obtained for the other cases (i.e., EPR4-MI, PR4-MI. and PR4-MR). 

2.4.4 Results Using Spinstand Signals 

We have tested the two algorithms against captured spinstand EPR4 signals. 

The data was collected with the following setup. The waveform of a 500 kbpi 

repetitive pseudo-random sequence was recorded and captured on a digital scope. 

Optimal write pre-compensation had been applied to the write current to minimize 

the nonlinear trsinsition shift. The digitized waveform was processed through a 
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software channel to retrieve synchronous samples. The noise and nonlinear distor

tion were characterized based on synchronous samples as described in [79]. Since 

the raw bit error rate (BER) is too low for any practical BER simulation, both 

the noise and nonlinear distortion have been scaled proportionally to bring the raw 

BER up to the 10"'® region. This sceiling method can increase the error count to 

statistically meeiningful numbers while preserving the original head/media charac

teristics. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) after this adjustment was 16.5 dB. where 

SNR is defined as the ratio of signal power to noise power. The signal to nonlinear 

distortion ratio (SDR) after scaUng was 15.9 dB. where SDR is defined as the ratio 

of signal power to the power of the deterministic part of the nonhnear distortion. 

These definitions are elaborated upon in [79]. 

The simulation results for the real data case are presented in Fig. 2.9. The 

horizontal axis represents the training sequence length. The vertical axis repre

sents the magnitude of improvement which is defined as the ratio of the probabil

ity of error (Pb) achieved when employing the standard Viterbi detector (VD) to 

that achieved when employing RS-VD (i.e., Pt.(VD)yP6(RS-VD)). The parameters 

(^1,^2) and n in Fig. 2.9 represent the RAM parameters and the nimiber of times 

the same training sequence was replayed in the training process. Obviously, larger 

n yields better RAM contents convergence as it helps to average out the noise. The 

update step size used in the training process was n = 10"'*. 
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As observed in Fig. 2.9, the magnitude of improvement when iising the RS-

VD algorithm was 10 when (^1,^2) = (2,8), whereas it dropped to 5 and 4 when 

{di,d2) = (1,8), and (<fi,d2) = (0,8), respectively. This is clearly a strong evidence 

of the presence of precursor ISI. This argimient is also supported by the histograms 

depicted in Fig. 2.10. The signal histogrammed in Fig. 2.10 had a SDR of 15.9 dB 

(the same distortion level as that in the signal used in Fig. 2.9), but the noise in 

this case was tiuned off, i.e.. SNR = 00. (The size of the data file of this signal was 

1024.) This experiment w£is performed to get a feel for the amount of precursor 

ISI and to see how the RS-VD canceller can handle it. It is evident from the figure 

that precursor ISI is present and RS-VD was able to mitigate almost all of it. The 

update step size used in the training process was /x = lO""* and n = 100. 

By studying Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10, one may conclude that training the 

RAM with a noise-free sequence may have some advantages over training it with a 

noisy sequence. Such advantages include better RAM contents convergence using 

a shorter training sequence, as it is evident from Fig. 2.10. This consequently is 

expected to result in better performance. Unfort\mately, this is not the case. This 

is because when the trained RAM is used to equalize noisy signals, although its 

contents have converged to the right ISI values, it is probable that there will be 

situations in which the noise samples cancel the ISI samples (by almost having 

same magnitude and opposite polarity) which mislead the detector to make wrong 
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Figure 2.9: Performance improvement of RS-VD over Viterbi detector using real 
data. 

Figure 2.10: Histograms of the distorted signal (a) before equalization, (6) output 
of RS-VD with RAM(0,8), and (c) output of RS-VD with RAM(2,8). 
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decisions. In fact, we compgu-ed the two situations and found that the performance 

was the Scune in both cases. We lastly mention that the improvement achieved by 

the RS2 algorithm was very minor. 

2.5 Conclusion 

We have introduced two algorithms for cancelling nonlinear ISI in magnetic 

recording. The algorithms were tested against PR4- and EPR4-equaUzed magnetic 

recording channels with very positive results. Similar results are expected for alter

native partieil response signaling schemes. The simulation results reported in Fig. 

2.8 strongly support our discussions on feedforward decision error propagation. We 

have observed that employing the RS-VD algorithm reduces error propagation sub

stantially, although it can not eliminate error propagation completely because of 

the natiure of Viterbi algorithm. Lastly, we remark that the RS-VD algorithm may 

be extended to the APP or SOVA detectors that are used with tiurbo coded partial 

response channels [25], [36]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCATENATED CODING 

3.1 Introduction 

Considerable work has been done recently on the application of concatenated 

codes to partial response (PR) channels. Both parallel concatenated codes (PCC) 

and serial concatenated codes (SCC) have been studied [25]-[33]. In the PCC 

system, the outer code comprises two parallel concatenated convolutional codes, 

and the inner code is the precoded PR channel. The SCC system is similar to the 

PCC system except that its outer code is just a single convolutional code. In both 

cases, the outer and inner codes are separated by a pseudo-random interleaver. The 

bit error rate performance of both systems have been investigated in recent work, 

where significant coding gains have been demonstrated. Lately, more attention has 

been given to the SCC system as it is less complex, with performance comparable 

to that of the PCC system. A diagram of the SCC system is provided in Fig. 3.1. 

One of the weaknesses of the SCC system is that, in most cases, the bit error 

rate curves tend to hit an error floor somewhere near a bit error rate of 10~®. For 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram for generalized precoded PR channel. 

example, McPheters, et ai. [34] investigated the performance of the precoded PR4 

channel with the precoder and an interleaver size oi N = 10010. The bit error 

rate ciu-ves for this scheme reached an error floor above a bit error rate of 10~°. 

Souvignier [29] has investigated the performance of the precoded EPR4 with several 

precoders and an interleaver size o{ N = 4096. His simulation results indicated 

that the level of the error floor changes when employing different precoders. For a 

given outer convolutional code, the level of error floors have been foimd to depend 

greatly on the size and type of the interleaver, and the choice of precoder [33]. In 

many appUcations, increasing the size of the interleaver is not acceptable since it 

increases the decoding latency. This steers us toward the joint design of precoders 

and interleavers (for a fixed interleaver size). 

In this chapter, we discuss emalytical techniques for designing optimal pre

coders for generaUzed PR channels in SCC schemes, where optimality is in the sense 

of achieving the lowest error rate floor. We will see that the 5-random interleavers 

of Divsalar and Pollara [48] are optimal or near optimal. Although our methods 

apply to general PR channels, they become difllcult for higher order PR signaling 
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schemes (beyond EPR4). As an alternative, we provide an algorithm that calcu

lates the parameters that dominate performance in the floor region. We provide 

results for two SCC coded PR channels, including the EPR4 target and a PR target 

provided to us by IBM Corporation. Assuming a PR-equalized Lorentzian channel 

model, using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) definition introduced in [32], we study 

optimal code rates for the EPR4 and IBM channels. We also test the robustness of 

these two PR channels against thermal asperities. Lastly, we provide a complexity 

comparison between the SCC scheme and low density parity check (LDPC) codes. 

The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 3.2, we discuss pre-

coder design techniques for generalized PR channels. In Section 3.3. we exploit the 

techniques introduced in Section 3.2 to derive performance bounds for imcoded PR 

schemes including the PR4, EPR4, and IBM cases. In Section 3.4, we present the 

channel models we used in our simulations, including the PR-equalized Lorentzian 

channel model. Simulation results for both ideaUzed and PR-equalized Lorentzian 

channel models are presented in Section 3.5. We also present simulation results for 

both PR channels in the presence of thermal asperities and a complexity compari

son between the SCC scheme and LDPC codes. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the 

chapter. 
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Figure 3.2: Precoded PR channel viewed as a trellis code: (a) standcird represen
tation: (b) trellis code representation. 

3.2 Precoder Design Techniques 

3.2.1 Precoded PR Channel Viewed as a Trellis Code 

Precoded PR channels can be modeled as a linear code followed by a mem-

oryless mapper as shown in Fig. 3.2. The linear code in this case is a rate ^ 

recursive nonsystematic convolutional code, where TIJ is the number of nonzero co

efficients c, of the polynomial fpniD). The PR channel in this case serves as the 

memoryless mapper, which is modeled by the polynomial fpn{D). It is well known 

that trellis codes can be modeled eis a convolutional code followed by a memoryless 

mapper. Hence, the precoded PR channel may be viewed as a treUis code and the 

techniques developed for analyzing trellis codes can be applied directly to precoded 

PR chaimels. 
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A munber of techniques exist in the literature for analytically evaluating the 

performance of trellis codes [15], [49]-[57]. Most of these techniques usually start 

with finding the error state diagram of the code, and then using this to compute 

the transfer function (also called the distance enumerator fimction). From the 

transfer function one can obtain all necessary information to evaluate the code 

performemce including the minimum Euclidean distance, distance spectnim. and 

nearest neighbors multiplicities. Obviously, the computational complexity of such 

techniques is directly related to the number of states in the error state diagram, 

which also greatly depends on the type of code employed. For example, the error 

state diagreim for nonlinear codes such as trellis codes has, in general. M'^ states 

and its branch labels are matrices of size A/^ x A/^, where M is the munber of 

e n c o d e r  t r e U i s  s t a t e s  [ 5 0 ] .  F o r  U n e a r  c o d e s ,  t h e  e r r o r  s t a t e  d i a g r a m  h a s  o n l y  M  

states and its branch labels are scalars. 

Zehavi and Wolf show in [51] that it is possible to invoke techniques developed 

for linear codes in analyzing a special class of trelUs codes. These techniques involve 

using error state diagrams of M states with scalar branch labels. These techniques 

o f l F e r  c o n s i d e r a b l e  r e d u c t i o n  i n  c o m p u t a t i o n a l  c o m p l e x i t y  e s p e c i a l l y  f o r  l a r g e  M .  

However, these techniques apply to a very limited class of trelUs codes, in particular, 

codes of rate eind with certain symmetry properties. The precoded PR schemes 

that fall in this special class of trellis codes are the dicode, PRl, and PR4 cases. For 
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schemes beyond PR4, the symmetry properties become weaker and the techniques 

derived in [51] no longer hold. 

Biglieri, et al. [49] and Liu, et al. [53] show that similar techniques to those 

derived by Zehavi and Wolf [51] can be applied to a more generalized class of 

trellis codes, which includes codes that are based on linear convolutional codes of 

followed by a memoryless mapper.^ Thus, all precoded PR channels 

under consideration are included in this class of trellis codes. It is easy to see that 

A: = r = 1 for the dicode, PRl. and PR4 cases, whereas /: = 1 and r > 1 for PR 

schemes beyond PR4 (see Fig. 3.2). These techniques involve error state diagrams 

o f  M  s t a t e s ,  b u t  t h e  b r a n c h  l a b e l s  a r e  m a t r i c e s  o f  s i z e  M  x  M .  

Throughout most of our aneilysis, we shall assume that the outer convolutional 

code, the interleaver, and the PR polynomial fpR(D) in Fig. 3.1 are fixed. We then 

analyze the effects of various precoders on the performance of the overall system. 

The precoders to be considered here are the ones whose memory size is less than 

or equal to the memory size of the PR channel [i.e.,deg(p(D)) < deg(/pfl(D)]. 

McPheters, et al. [34] and Ryan [33] have done the analysis for precoded dicode 

and precoded PR4 channels, respectively. Only one precoder was considered in the 

former case { f p R ( D )  =  I  —  D  for dicode), while four precoders were considered in 

^ There are some cases in which the trellis code caimot be modeled as a linear convolutional 
code followed by a memoryless mapper such as the codes introduced in [55]. In such cases, these 
techniques carmot be invoked. 
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the latter case (/PR{D) = 1 — for PR4). In the latter case. Ryein invoked the 

techniques derived by Zehavi and Wolf [51]. In this section, we extend the precoder 

design technique to the EPR4 channel applying the techniques of [49] and [53].^ 

Precoded EPR4 can be regeirded as a rate j recursive nonsystematic convolu-

tional code followed by a memoryless mapper modeled by the polynomial fpfi{D) = 

1 + D — D^ — as shown in Fig. 3.2. Since the degree of the channel polynomial is 

t h r e e ,  t h e  p r e c o d e r  p o l y n o m i a l  w i l l  b e  o f  t h e  f o r m  p { D )  =  l  +  a i D  +  a 2 D -  +  a ^ D ^ .  

where ai € {0,1}. Thus, the niunber of precoders to be considered is 2^ — 1 = 7. 

This excludes the case when ai = 02 = 03 = 0, i.e.. of no precoder. because we 

require the inner code to be recm-sive per the design rules for serial concatenated 

codes [23]. 

Following the methods in [49], [53], the error state diagram for the precoded 

EPR4 with precoder polynomial p{D) = 1 + D + can be obtained and 

is shown in Fig. 3.3. The structure of the error state diagram is determined by 

the linear convolutional code, and differs from it only in the branch labels. The 

second branch label indicates the bit error corresponding to the error state diagram 

transition. In the first branch label, L accounts for transitions between states, and 

^Another technique for computing the distance spectrum for PR channels was introduced in 
[54]. This technique involves using 3" states, where v is the PR polynomial degree, as opposed to 
2" states in the technique that is considered here. 
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G(e,) is a matrix of size 8x8 whose {p, qY^ entry is defined as 

[<?(ei)U = 1 5]; (3.1) 
p—9 

where e, is a foiir-bit error vector whose decimal value is i, V is the source alphabet 

size, Z is an indeterminate, /(•) is the mapping fimction, and Xp_, is the binary' 

vector of length 4 generated by the transition from state p to state q. The sum 

in the first line of (3.1) accoimts for the possible parallel transitions between state 

p and state q. (In this case, there is only one transition between any given two 

states.) The (p, qY^ entry of G(ef) is zero if there is no transition between state p 

and state q. 

The error events of interest in this study are weight-two error events as they 

are the events that dominate the performance in the floor region of the error rate 

curves [33]. A weight-two error event is simply an error event in the precoded 

PR trellis that corresponds to paths whose input sequences differ in exactly two 

positions, which results in the following situation. W^en the input to the outer 

convoiutional encoder is of the form D^'{\ + D^'), its corresponding parity output 

will be of the form D^'{\ + D^')g2{D)/g\{D). In the case when I + is divisible 

by g\{D), then the parity sequence D^'{\ + D^')g2{D)/gi{D) will have a relatively 

low Hamming weight. After puncturing this sequence to achieve a high code rate 

(e.g., 16/17), the pimctured parity sequence is occasionally the all-zeros sequence. 
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W 
/ ,G(1I1!) ,0  

Figure 3.3: Error state diagram for precoded EPR4 {p {D)  =  1  +  D +  +  D^) .  

Thus, the codeword that corresponds to the input D^'will still have weight 

two. The interleaver then permutes this codeword and produces another word of 

the form £)^(1 + P"), also of weight two. The words of this form that dominate the 

p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  t h e  f l o o r  r e g i o n  a r e  t h e  o n e s  f o r  w h i c h  1  +  £ > "  i s  d i v i s i b l e  h y  p { D ) :  

this represents the minimum Hamming distance between all pairs of words in the 

linear system comprised of the convolutions! encoder, interleaver, and precoder. 

This often leads to channel sequences (output of fpR^D)) that are at the minimum 

Euclidean distance. 
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In ciccordance with the foregoing disciission, we are primarily interested in a 

conditional distance enumerator, where conditioning is on weight-two inputs. The 

portion of the error state diagram of Fig. 3 which corresponds to weight-two inputs 

is indicated by solid lines in the figure. The conditional distance enumerator for 

this particular portion is computed from Fig. 3.3 to be 

G = L=G(e8)G(ei2)G(e6)G(e3) [/« - L''G(e9)G(ei2)G(e6)G(e3)]G(ei) (3.2) 

where /g is an 8 x 8 identity matrix and G(e,) is defined in (3.1). The {p.qY^ 

entry of the matrix G emunerates the squared Euclidean distances involved in the 

transition from state p to state g in Z steps, where I is the exponent of L in that 

term. The conditional distance enumerator of the error state diagram, which we 

denote by 72 (Z, L), can be found by adding all entries of G as follows 

T2{Z .L)  =  |l'"Gl 

2L=Z«(1 + Z") 
~ 4 - L^Z'^ - 2L4Z8 -

= ^L5Z®(l + Z'»)-l-|L^Z^°(l+3Z'' + 3Z®-hZ^^) + --- (3.3) 
2 S 

where 1 is an 8 x 1 vector of ones. The terms of T2(Z, L) are of the form biL^Z^. 

where 6i is the average niunber of weight-two error events of length 62 that result in 

a squared EucUdean distance 63, where the average is over all possible trellis paths. 

From the last line of (3.3), one may observe the following. The minimum squared 

Euclidean distance = 6, the exponent of Z in the first term; the squared 

Euclidean distance d^ increases as the length of the error event increases: and the 
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length of weight-two error events that contribute to the transfer function is of the 

form 4/ :  +  1  for  A: =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  .  

Conditional distance eniunerators for EPR4 for varioiis precoders are given 

in Table 3.1. Because the closed form representation of some of the eniunerators 

turned out to be quite long and uiunanageable to fit on one line, we only provide the 

first few terms of each case. The enumerators in Table 3.1 are Usted from best to 

worst, from top to bottom. Oiu: criterion of ordering is solely based on the first term 

in each transfer function, which includes the minimimi squared Euclidean distance 

^he multiplicity, bi. Better precoders tend to have eniunerators with 

relatively larger lower multipUcity, and a sparser distance spectrum. For 

example, in comparing Case 1 and Case 5 from Table 3.1, we notice that = 6 

and = I for Case 1, whereas ^ 6i = 1 for Case 5. Further, the 

length of weight-two error events for Case 1 is of the form 7 k +  1  for k  =  1,2,3 

whereas for Case 5 it is of the form 3k + 1 for k = 1,2,3,... . Thus. Case 1 is 

expected to outperform Case 5. 

The above discussion may hold when considering arbitrary pseudo-random 

interleavers, but it need not hold when considering an 5-random interleaver [59]. 

The S-random interleaver is a pseudo-random interleaver with a constraint on its 

mapp ing  func t ion  P{x) .  I t  i s  des igned  so  tha t  fo r  each  inpu t  l oca t ion -pa i r ,  l i  

a n d  I 2 ,  w i t h  | / i  —  ^ 2 1  <  S ,  t h e  o u t p u t  l o c a t i o n - p a i r  s a t i s f i e s  l P ( / i )  —  P i h ) ]  >  S .  
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Table 3.1: Conditional Distance Enumerators for Precoded EPR4 with Various 
Precoders. 

p { D )  T ^ i Z . L )  

1 + £)2 + (2Z'» + 2Z1® + Z'2 + 1 + Z® + Z^O) + 
( l + bZ^ + LOZ® + 12Z12 \ 

+15Z1® + 21Z20 + 21Z2'» -f- 15Z-® + ... 
V +I2Z32 IQ236 ^ 5^40 ^44 J 

l + D + D^ \L^Z^ {2Z^ + 2Z^® Z^^ + IZ^ + Z20) + 
/ 1 + SZ" + LOZ® + 12Z^2 \ 

+15Z16 + 21Z20 + 21Z2'» + 15Z28 + ... 
V +12Z^2 IQZ^e ^ 5^40 ^ ̂ 44 J 

1 + D -f D2 + ^ L ^ Z ^ i l  +  Z " ^ )  + ^L^Z^^il + ̂ Z""+3Z^-h Z^-) + 
(1 + SZ" + LOZ® + 10Z^2 ^ 5^16 ^ ̂ 20) ^ 

1 + D + \ L ^ Z ^ { l  +  Z ^ )  + | i :®Z^2(5^2Z® + Z^^)  +  
I R U ^ U /  4  +  9 Z ^  +  4 Z ®  +  6 Z ^ 2  N  

32^ +5Z16 + Z20 + 2Z2'« + Z32 j "^ • • • 

1 + D3 L^Z^ + iL''Z® (1 + Z'^) + iL^^Z® (1 + 2Z'' + Z®) + ... 

1  +£>2 L^Z" + IL®Z'' (1  +  Z®) + |L®Z'' (1  +  2Z8 + Z^®) + . . .  

l + D L^Z" + iL=Z®(l + Z'') + + + ^ 
iL^Z^ (1  +  3Z® +  3Zi® +  Z^-*)  +  . . .  
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Employing such an interleaver will help prevent the occurrence of weight-two error 

events whose length is less than S. Thus, all the terms in each eniunerator that 

correspond to weight-two error events of length less than S will be eliminated. 

Hence ,  t h e  op t ima l  p r ecode r  i s  a  f imc t ion  o f  bo th  t he  t r an s f e r  f u n c t i o n  T2(Z .  L )  

an d  t he  va lue  o f  S .  

For exEimple, based on the first term of each enumerator in Table 3.1. the 

optimal precoders are 1 + D^ + emd 1+ £> + D^. Now suppose 5=11. We then 

see from Table 3.1 that the competing precoders are l+D+D^ and 1 + D^+D^. For 

the former precoder, (pE.min — 14 and whereas (^E.min = 10 and for 

the latter precoder. In this case, there is a trade-ofi" between d^E.min miiltiphcity. 

but the one with larger <^,niin preferred at very low bit error rates. Hence, 

precoder I + D + is optimal in this case. Thus, different values of 5 will yield 

different optimal precoders. 

Cases 1 and 3 in Table 3.1 can be used to show that maximizing the minimum 

Hamming distemce (d//,min) of the code through precoder need not maximize the 

minimiun squared Euclidean distance (rf^ niin) of the entire system (code through 

PR channel). Suppose we use an 5-random interleaver with 5=11. For Case 1. 

the first term in the enumerator will correspond to a weight-two input of length 15 

with rf//,min = 8 [60]. For Case 3, the first term in the enumerator will correspond 
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to a weight-two input of length 13 with = 6. But — 10 for Case 1. 

whereas = 14 for Case 3. 

The techniques mentioned above can be extended in a straight-forweird man

ner to other precoded PR chaimels. However, these techniques may become difficult 

and umnEinageable for longer PR responses, i.e., for m > 3. To elaborate, if the 

degree of the PR charmel polynomial imder consideration is m. then the nimnber of 

precoders to be analyzed is 2*" — 1. It will also involve calculating 2"* — 1 matrices 

of size 2"^ X 2'" each, and deriving 2"* — 1 trjmsfer functions using error state dia

grams of 2"* states each. This computational complexity problem then motivates 

the following alternative approach. 

3.2.2 Algorithmic Computation of T2(Z, L) 

From the above discussion, we notice that the transfer function T2{Z,L) yields 

the conditional distance spectrum of the coded system, conditioned on weight-two 

error events of the form l+D^ such that p{D) | (1-1-D") (reads p{D) divides 1-i-D'^). 

We are particularly interested in finding d^E,mm corresponding multiplicity, 

with the interleaver present, as they dominate the performance in the floor region. 

These two pareuneters are obtained from the first term in T2{Z,L), which always 

corresponds to weight-two error events of length n -I- 1, where n is the smallest 

integer for which p{D) | (1 + D^) and n > S (assuming an 5-random interleaver). 
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For a given p ( D ) ,  these two parameters may be obtained by considering all possible 

binary patterns of length n + 1 and their corresponding channel output sequences. 

(Considering all possible sequences is necessary for nonlinear codes.) In general, 

to find cPe,requires computing <^1; between every pair of the channel output 

sequences. Luckily, this is not required here since we are only interested in the first 

term in the conditional distance enumerator. It suffices to compute between 

channel sequence pairs whose corresponding binary inputs diflfer in the first and 

last bit positions. The following is an algorithm that computes d^E.^in its 

corresponding multiplicity for a given p{D) and fpniD). It may be extended to 

c omp u te  add i t i ona l  t e r r a s  i n  T2 (Z ,  L) .  

Definitions 

• m is the degree of the PR chjinnel 

• n is the length of the precoded channel binary input pattern 

• u = {u i , u2 , ..., Un+i) is the precoded charmel input pattern 

• Xy = (xi,x2,... is the charmel output sequence that corresponds to u 

starting at state 5 

x") is the squared Eiuelidean distance between channel sequences x' 

and x" 
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Initiedization 

For the given 5-random interleaver and p{D ) ,  obtain the parameter n  
For the given fpR{D) and p{D), obtain the trellis information of 
Set = oo and 6 = 0 

ALGORITHM OUTLINE 

========= Calculating and its multiplicity bi ===•• 
for s = 0 : 2"^ — 1 (over all possible states) 

for j  =  0  :  - 1 
Ui = binary representation of integer j  (of length n + 1) 
U2 = Ui © (1 + £>") 

then = d and set 6 = 1 

else if^d = ^.min) then increment 6 by 1 
end  o f  l oop  j  

end of loop s 

is the desired minimum squared Euclidean disteince 
^1 = 2mA-1 is the multiphcity 

=============== The End ============ 

This algorithm computes d^E,miR its multiplicity 6i for each possible pre-

coded case without the need to calculate matrices, derive transfer fimctions, or deal 

with error state diagrams. For example, the algorithm can be used to compute the 

data presented in Table 3.2 for the 16-state IBM polynomial (although we have 

done this \ia the analytic technique of the previous section). 
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Table 3.2: 61, 627 and 63 from the First Term of T-^{D, L) Assimiing an S-random 
Interleaver with 5 = 31 for Various Precoders on the IBM Channel. 

p {D )  Error event length, 62 MulipUcity, 61 
1  +  D 31 8.9 1/536870912 
1 + D'̂  31 4.18 1/16384 

l + D + D'̂  31 20.72 1/524288 
1 -hD-^  31 13.81 705945/536870912 

l  +  D-hD-^  36 22.9 1695/4294967296 
1 + D'̂  + D  ̂ 36 22.9 1/32768 

1 + D + D'^ + D'-^ 33 26.72 1/4194304 
1 + 33 24.36 1/128 

1 + D + D'' 31 21.45 1/32768 
1 + + D"" 31 21.09 1/512 

l  +  D +  D'^ - ^D*  36 41.09 243/16384 
I+  D ^  +  D*  31 21.45 7/262144 

1 +D +  D^  +  D*  31 12.0 1/16384 
1 + 36 41.09 243/16384 

I + D +D'^ + D'-^ + D* L 31 25.09 1/2048 

3.3 Performance Bounds for Uncoded PR Schemes 

In this Section, we use the techniques introduced in Section 3.2 to derive the 

probability of bit error Pb for uncoded PR schemes, including the PR4. EPR4, and 

IBM cases. Let E be the set of input error sequences e starting at arbitrary time 

k, and let w{e) be the average Hamming weight of the error sequence e, i.e., the 

average nimiber of bit errors associated with e. Assxmiing an MLSD detector, the 

probability of error Pb may be upper bounded as 

( 

A < 53 
eeE \ 

^E ,e 

2No 
(3.4) 
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where ^ is the squared Euclidean distance corresponding to the error event e, and 

Nq/2 is the channel noise variance. In most cases, there typically exists a subset 

E* (Z E oi error sequences e which yield dominant terms in (3.4). Following is an 

example of how to obtain such dominant error sequences and the corresponding 

parameters w{e) and g. 

Example (PR4). The error state diagram for the PR4 scheme without pre-

coding is shown in Fig. 3.4. The second branch label in the figure indicates the 

bit error corresponding to the error state diagram transition, and the exponent of 

the first label indicates the squared Euclidean distance that results from that error 

state transition. Note that the error state diagram shown in Fig. 3.4 is similar 

to that of the precoded EPR4 case shown in Fig. 3.3.^ From Fig. 3.4. it is 

easy to see that the minimvun squared Euclidean distance is 4.0 which results from 

length 2m + 1 error sequences of the form e{D) = 1 + Z?^+ /?'* + ••• + with 

w(e) = m for m > 1 and w(e) = 1 for m = 0. Thus, Pb < 4Q since 

w{e )  = 4. • 
e6E-

Similar techniques apply to the unprecoded EPR4 and IBM cases. The dom

inant error sequences e{D) and the corresponding and w{e) for both cases are 

summarized in Table 3.3. The analytical Pf, curves for both EPR4 and IBM cases 

^In deriving the Pb for the unprecoded EPR4 case, a diagram similar to that showrTi in Fig. 3.3 
is used, except that the second branch label is modified since the unprecoded case is considered. 
.A.lso, the branch label L in Fig. 3.3 may be dropped since it is irrelavent to the derivation of Pb-
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Z - . O  

Z- ,0  

Figure 3.4: Error state diagram for PR4 (unprecoded). 

are plotted in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively, together with simulations. We can 

see from the figures that the analytical results agree well with simulations, which is 

not s\u:prising because the dominant error sequences were obtained using analytical 

techniques rather than exhaustive computer search. 

Table 3.3: Dominant Error Sequences for the Unprecoded EPR4 and IBM Schemes 

Scheme e{D )  w{ e )  4.e 

EPR4 1 + D + • • • + D"* for m > 3 (m + 1) for m > 3 4.0 EPR4 

1 + + • • • + for m > 0 (m -h 1) (1) for m > 0 4.0 

IBM 

1 + D + 3/4 3.28 

IBM 

1 1 4.0 

IBM 
1 + D H + D"' for m > 3 (m + 1) (5) for m > 3 4.36 

IBM l  +  D  +  i y  3/16 4.72 IBM 
1 + £> + 5/32 4.9 

IBM 

l  +  D  1 5.1 

IBM 

l + £>^ 1 5.1 
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3.4 Channel Model 

In our simulations, we consider two channel models: the ideaUzed channel 

model which is modeled by the polynomial /pr(D) followed by a white noise process 

(F ig .  3 . 5 ,  a - a ) ,  emd  t h e  Lo ren t z i an  channe l  equa l i z ed  t o  a  PR  t a rge t  (F ig .  3 . 5 .  b -b ) .  

We now describe the Lorentzian model. 

AWGN 

AWGN 

PR 
APP 

detector 

c(D) 

RSC 
APP 

decoder 

MUX 

Soft 
info 

Figure 3.5: Chaimel models: idealized PR model (position a-a), and PR-equalized 
Lorentzian pulse (position b-b). [11 indicates a permuter, and P indicates a pimc-
turer.] 
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We consider the recording heeid, the magnetic medium, and the read head to 

be a single linear system with transition response equal to the Lorentzian pulse [32] 

where is the width of the pulse measured at half its height and Ei is the energ>-

in the "isolated pulse." Thus, when an NRZ signal of the form J2k<^kp{t — kTc) is 

to be recorded (at G {±1}, p{t) = 1 for i G [0,Tc], and 0 elsewhere), the response 

of the channel is 

In (3.6), Tc is the recorded bit duration and. is related to the user bit duration 

via the code rate r as Tc = rT^; uiit) is assumed to be white Gaussian noise with 

power spectral density No/2 for simplicity, although a more accurate model will 

inchide correlated media noise. 

We assume the optimal receiver front end, which is a filter matched to the 

"dibit" s{t) = h{t) — h{t — Tc) followed by a symbol-rate (1/Tc) sampler. This 

leads to a discrete time equivalent channel response ftiD), where fL{D)fL{D~^) 

is a factorization of the sampled autocorrelation fimction, RsiD), of s(t). We use 

the (noncausal) factorization of Bergmems [l] for which fciD) = (1 — D)g{D) with 

the coeflBcients of ^(Z?) given by 

Trptyjo I + {2t/pW5oY 
(3.5) 

^(0 = E T 1)7;)] + w{t) 
L .  ^  k  

(3.6) 
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where Sc = pw^o/Tc is defined to be the channel density and is related to the iiser 

density — pwsolTu via Sc = Su/r. 

The discrete-time magnetic recording channel (MRC) model then consists of 

a filter with response fL{D) and a white noise process, tu(D), with spectrzJ density 

No/2 added to this filter's output. The firont end of the discrete-time receiver is 

the matched filter 

3.5 Simulation Results 

3.5.1 Additive White Gaussian Noise 

The system simulated for the AWGN case is shown in Fig. 3.5 ( a -a ) .  It 

uses a rate 16/17 outer convolutionsil code punctured fi-om a rate 1/2 code with 

generator polynomials (^1.^2) = (23,31)oct, where gi is the feedback polynomial 

and g2 is the feedforward polynomial. The interleavers employed are S-random 

interleavers of sizes N = 4352 and 544, with S = 31 and 11. respectively. As for 

the inner code, two precoded channels are considered: the EPR4 channel modeled 
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by the polynomial f pn iD)  =  I -h  D  — and the IBM polynomial modeled 

by f pR iD)  =3  +  2D-2D^-  2D^  -  D*.  

Fig. 3.6 presents the error rate (Pb) performance plotted against Eb/No for 

precoded EPR4 when employing different precoders (for 5 decoder iterations). The 

precoders employed are p\{D) = 1 + + D^, p2iD) = I + D + D^. and 

P z{D)  =  1  +  D" ^ .  Not e  t ha t  p i (D)  i s  a  p r imi t i ve  po l ynomi a l  o f  deg ree  3 ,  P 2{ D)  

is the Tomlinson-Harashima precoder for EPR4 [61], [62], and Pz{D) was chosen 

for comparison because it was used in [30]. In the figiure, we observe that the 

performance for precoder psiD) is superior for error rates down to about Pb = 10~®. 

then pi{D) becomes superior for error rates down to about Pb = 5 x 10~®. after 

wliich P2{D) is superior. As we can see, the simulation results perfectly agree with 

the analytical results which are summarized eis follows. For P2{D), = 34 

(5 = 31) and 14 (S = 11), whereas d^E.mm = 22 (5 = 31) and 10 (S = 11) for 

Pi{D). On the other hand, the multiplicity for p\{D) is 6i = 1.9 x 10~® (5 = 31) 

and 7.8 x 10"^ (5 = 11), whereas, bi = 3.05 x 10~® (5 = 31) and 3.12 x 10"' 

{S = 11) for P2{D). Thus, multipUcity seems to dominate the performance for this 

range of error rates simulated in Fig. 3.6. Leistly, p\{D) achieves a performance 

improvement of about 5 dB and 2.5 dB for N = 4352 and 544, respectively, over 

the uncoded case at Pb = 10"^. 
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10"* 

10 

Figure 3.6: Performance of rate 16/17 SCC on the precoded EPR4 channel with 
various precoders. 

Similar performance comparisons for the precoded IBM polynomial are plot

ted in Fig. 3.7 (for 5 decoder iterations). In this case, the employed precoders are 

pi(D) = 1 + P2(D) = 1 + P -t- £>2 + £>3 £>4 = 1 + and 

p^{D) = 1 -f- -I- D*. There was no particular reason why these precoders 

were chosen other them being consistent with the EPR4 case and that Pi{D) was 

used because it has the largest Table 3.3). We observe from the figure 

that Pb for precoder pziD) is superior for error rates down to about Pb = I0~®. after 

which p\{D) is superior. Similar situation holds for the IBM case, where we foimd 

that = 25.09 (5 = 31) and 9.09 (5 = 11) for P2(^), 4:,min = 21-45 (5 = 31) 

and 11.27 (5 = 11) for pi(£>), and = 41.09 (S = 31) and 17.09 (S = 11) 
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Figure 3.7: Performance of rate 16/17 SCC on the precoded IBM channel with 
various precoders. 

for PiiD) (see Table 3.3). As for the multiplicity, 6i = 2.67 x 10~^ (5 = 31) and 

4.88 X lO"'^ (S = 11) for pi{D), 6i = 2.88 x 10"^ (5 = 31) and 2.5 x 10"^ (S = II) 

for P2{D), and 6i = 1.48 x 10"^ (5 = 31) and 2.8 x 10"^ (S = 11) for Pa{D). Thus, 

we can see that there is a trade oflF between and its multiplicity, where pre-

coder P a{ D )  has the largest both cases, 5 = 31 and 11 but with relatively 

low multipUcities. Since larger usually preferred over lower multiplicity, 

especially at bit error rates much lower than Pf, = 10~", P\{D) seems to be the 

precoder that achieves the lowest error floor. From the figure, we observe that 

employing P\{D) achieves a performance improvement of about 5.4 dB and 2.8 dB 

for N = 4352 and 544, respectively, over the uncoded case at Fj, = lO"^. 
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3.5.2 Colored Noise and Optimal Code Rates 

In our simulations, for both preceded EPR4 and IBM channels, a user density 

of Su = 2.5 and 5 decoder iterations aure used. The outer convolutional code employs 

generator polynomials (91,92) = (13, l7}oct- Code rates of the form for ko = 4. 

8. 16. 32 and 64 eire considered, and achieved by saving the second bit in every 

A-'o-bit parity block of the outer convolutional encoder output and puncturing the 

rest. The employed interleaver is an 5-random interleaver of size N = 4096(^^) 

where S % \/^-

Fig. 3.8 presents the Pj, performeince against Ei/No for the precoded EPR4 

case employing precoder p\{D) = I + + D^. The figure shows the trade off 

between the code strength and the degradation due to noise enhancement by the 

equalizer. In the figure, we observe that rate 16/17 is superior for error rates above 

Pb = 10"^, whereas rate 8/9 is the superior (optimal) code rate for error rates 

below Pfj = 10"^. The rate 8/9 code provides an improvement of 4.4 dB over the 

uncoded EPR4 signaling at Pb = 10~®. We also observe, except for the rate 64/65 

code, no effects from the error rate floor. 

Simulation results for the precoded IBM polynomial employing precoder P i {D)  =  

1-h are shown in Fig. 3.9. We observe from the figure that rate 8/9 is the 

optimal code rate for all range of error rates, and it achieves an improvement of 
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Figure 3.8: Performance of the various SCC's on the EPR4-equalized MRC with 
= 2.5. 
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Figure 3.9: Performance of the various SCC's on the IBM-equalized MRC with 
= 2.5. 
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4.0 dB over the iincoded case at Pb = 10~®. We observe no flooring effect in any of 

the codes for the error rates simulated. We mention that rate 8/9 was also found 

to be optimal for the precoded PR4 case [32]. 

3.5.3 Thermal Asperities 

Thermal eisperities (TA's) are associated with media roughness and can be 

modeled by a burst of erased samples. In this section, we examine the robustness 

of oiu: codes in the presence of TA's for both the EPR4 and IBM channels. In our 

simulations, we model TA's by "erasing" a burst of samples of a fixed length in 

every block at the charmel output (i.e., erasxu-e flags are assigned to each bit in the 

burst). The starting index of the burst in each block is generated randomly. We 

set the metric value for each erased bit to zero. 

Fig. 3.10 presents the bit error rate and block error rate performance degra

dation due to TA's for the EPR4 and IBM channels. To produce each ciuve in the 

figure, we first fix Ei/No to 13.5 dB for the EPR4 channel and 12.75 dB for the 

IBM charmel, which correspond to Pb = 2.7 x 10"^ and Pb = 1.7 x 10"". respec

tively, in the absence of TA's. We then plotted the bit error rate and block error 

rate performance for both cases as a function of TA length. In both cases, we use 

5u = 2.5, 8-state outer convolutioneil code, rate 8/9, S-random interleaver of size 

N = 4096(|), and 5 decoder iterations. The I + precoder is employed for 
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Figure 3.10: Bit error rate ajid block error rate performance degradation due to 
TA on the EPR4- and IBM-equalized MRC with = 2.5. 

the EPR4 chaimel and the 1 4- -I- precoder is employed for the IBM channel. 

Note that the results reported in Fig. 3.10 represent the error probability 

conditioned on the TA burst length, i.e., P(error | TA = Z), where error corresponds 

to "bit error" or "block error." Thus, assiuning that the probabilities P(TA= I) 

are known, one can find the average bit error rate or block error rate performance 

via 
N  

5^ P{errar | TA = k) • P{TA = h). (3.8) 
/.=o 
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WTiile the curves in Fig. 3.10 help us to compute P(error) from (3.8), they 

provide no information about the distribution of errors at the decoder output given 

the presence of a TA. Such information would be helpful in assessing the efBcacy 

of an outer Reed-Solomon (RS) code in this event. Toward this end. we have 

simidated the EPR4-equalized Lorentzian channel at 13 dB and 16 dB for TA = 30 

and 70. The results are siunmarized in Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.11. We observe 

that in the 13.5 dB region, most of the TA bursts are corrected, but the decoder 

occasionally increases the number of errors (to over 200 errors for both TA = 30 

and 70). However, in the 16 dB region, which is well into the error rate floor, a more 

likely operating point, we observed only one occasion where the niunber of errors 

was increased, and it was increased to only 34 errors (when TA = 30). Thus, it 

would appear that these serially concatenated codes do not suffer from severe error 

propagation in the presence of TA's provided the SNR is sufficiently large (relative 

to the cliff region of the code's performance cur\'e). More reliable information on 

the effects of TA's would require hardware experiments. 
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Table 3.4: Error Statistics for Thermal Asperity Experiments 

E^/No (dB) length # blocks 
simulated 

# blocks 
imcorrected 

max # bit 
errors 
imcorrected 

13.5 30 25,000 1,644 207 
13.5 70 10,000 7,726 316 
14.5 30 25,000 236 23 
14.5 70 25.000 7,909 81 
16.0 30 100,000 730 34 
16.0 70 100,000 4,669 68 

13.5 6B  
TA«70 

10| 

el 

el 

e  

13.5 dB 
TAsSO 

numDer of errors per event 
50 100 ISO 200 
number of errors per event 

w 4 
5 
E 
c 2 

16 dB 
TAs70  

20 40 60 
number of errors per event 

80 

16 dB 
TAs30 

10 20 30 
number of errors per event 

Figure 3.11: Histograms of error events in the presence of TA's on the EPR4-
equalized MRC with = 2.5. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

We have presented techniques for designing optimal precoders for generalized 

PR channels. Such techniques compute the complete conditional distance spec

trum for each case. However, they become difficidt for longer channel responses . 

As an alternative, we presented an silgorithm that calcidates part of the conditional 

distance spectrum, from which parameters such as ^in multipUcity that 

dominate performance in the floor region can be obtained. For a given PR channel, 

we have shown that the choice of its optimal precoder greatly depends on the inter-

leaver employed, and that S-random interleavers lower the error floor significantly. 

We have also presented some simulation results indicating the behavior of these 

codes in the presence of TA's. Lastly, these design techniques can be extended 

in a straightforward manner to a wide range of applications including Unear and 

nonlinear intersymbol interference channels, fading channels, and optical recording. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The soya for  PR Channels  

4.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 3. three APP processors are required in tiie PCC 

system. Two APP processors are matched to the constituent recursive systematic 

convohitional (RSC) encoders, and the third APP processor is a detector matched 

to the precoded PR channel. In the SCC system, two APP processors are required, 

one APP processor is matched to the outer RSC code and the second APP processor 

is a detector matched to the precoded PR channel. 

A recent study [80] has shown that little degradation is suffered on the binary 

antipodal AWGN channel when the APP algorithm is replaced with approximate 

versions of it. One of the suboptimal algorithms, the soft-output Viterbi algorithm 

(SOVA), offers an attractive complexity advantage: a factor of less than one half 

relative to the APP decoder for 16 states, and slightly more than a half for 4 

states [80]. In addition to reducing complexity, the SOVA decoder, unlike the 

APP decoder, does not require knowledge of the charmel noise variance [82]. The 
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SOVA algorithm may be implemented via the register exchange algorithm [83] or 

the trace-back algorithm [84]. We shall focus on the latter algorithm. 

In this chapter, we modify the SOVA algorithm for partial response (PR) 

channels. We examine its performance for parallel and serial concatenated codes 

of the form for ko = 4,8. and 64, with the following decoder configurations. 

We first replace the APP decoder(s) that correspond to the constituent codes with 

matching iterative SOVA decoder(s), and leave the APP detector that corresponds 

to the PR4 charmel imchanged (in both the PCC and the SCC systems, see Fig. 

4.1). This is a reasonable thing to do because we would hke the inner detector to 

provide information that is as reliable as possible to the outer decoder. In addition, 

the irmer "code" has only 4 states and thus complexity is not as a big cin issue here. 

We then replace every APP detector in both systems with a matching SOVA detec

tor (i.e.. three SOVA's in the PCC system, and two SOVA's in the SCC system). 

In our simulations we implement a SOVA algorithm that is a slight modification of 

the algoritlim introduced in [80]-[85], and a performance comparison between the 

two versions is presented. This modification is important when considering high 

code rates. 

In Section 4.2, we derive the SOVA algorithm for PR channels, and point out 

the difference between the way we simulate SOVA and the way it was presented 

in literature. Section 4.3 presents the simulation results for all code rates on an 
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Figure 4.1: Model for PCC and SCC encoding/decoding on the precoded PR4 
channel. 
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AWGN channel and a precoded PR4 channel. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes the 

chapter. 

4.2 The SOVA Algorithm for PR Channels 

We discuss in this section the SOVA algorithm as an approximation to tlie 

BCJR-APP algorithm for the PCC system: SOVA decoding for the SCC system is 

similar. As mentioned earlier, the PCC system requires three SOVA's. Hagenaiier 

in [84] and [85] derived the SOVA algorithm for binary trellises. In this section, we 

modify the SOVA algorithm for non-bineiry trellises, specifically, for PR channels. 

We then show how the SOVA algorithm does not require knowledge of the noise 

variance. We will also point out the difference between the way the SOVA algorithm 

was introduced in [80]-[85] and oiir modification of it. 

The branches of the trellis of a PR channel are labeled with the information 

bit Ufc and its corresponding chaimel symbol Cfc. Let = [ci C2 ... c.v] be the 

PR channel output sequence that corresponds to a block of information bits = 

[ui uo ... u,v], and let = [yi y2 - • • Vn] be the corresponding noisy received 

sequence. Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of variance ^ is assiuned. 
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At any given time fc. a siiboptimal, forward-going APP detector^ searches for 

the state sequence sj.m - • - Sfc.m] that corresponds to the information 

sequence Uj by maximizing the a posteriori probability 

(4.1) 

where m is an index that corresponds to the trellis path corresponding to the state 

sequence Since yf does not depend on m then maximizing (4.1) is equivalent 

to maximizing 

P (y? I <„) • P (4.2) 

Now. the term P  ̂ sf^^can be expressed as 

Pi<n.) = (4.3) 

where Uk ^n is the information bit that corresponds to the state transition Sk-i.m 

Sk.m- We th\is have from (4.1)-(4.3), 

^ f (®l,m ) P i-Vi I ^i,m ) ' P V iVk | ̂fc—l.m- -Sfc.m) ^ (4-4 ) 

where p  (t/t | Sk ,m)  =  p iVk  I c/t.m)- We may equivalently minimize the expres

sion resulting from taking the log of the expression in (4.4), adding two constants 

that are independent of m, and then multiplying every term by —1. Let the two 

'Such a detector is suboptimal since it uses only the subsequence y^' of the full sequence y^' 
to make decisions on the state sequence. The optimal APP processor uses the full sequence yj^ 
[45i. 
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constants be K i  = —^ log [ P  ( u k  =  +1) • P ("fc = —1)] and K-z = \ log { t t N q ) .  Also. 

r= - log [p (st,m ) nfj/ P iVt I -Si-i-m, St.m)] • which corresponds to the cu

mulative metric at time fc — 1 along path m. With this. (4.4) becomes 

- [logF(ufc,^) -i- Ki] - [logpCyt | Sk.m) + K2]} (4.5) 

which simplifies to 

nun l,m ^k.m) ~U-k.TnL (Wfc.m)^ (4.6) 

where L°'{uk.m) = log is the a priori (extrinsic) information on bit Ukm = —1) 

that is usually obtained from another decoder aissimiing iterative decoding. 

It follows from (4.6), that the cimiulative metric rfc(5) for state s at time k  

along some arbitrary' path m is updated according to 

rfc(s) = min {A(5', S )  + r^-i (s'), A(s", s) + rfc_i(5")} (4.0 

where A(s'. s) is the branch metric for the transition from state s' to state 5 at time 

k wliich is defined as 

X{s\ 5) =  ̂ { y k -  Cfc)^ - ̂UkL^ iuk )  (4.8) 

and Cfc is the PR channel output at time k corresponding to the transition s' —> s. 

The branch metric A(s", s) is similarly defined. Now define the difference metric 

for state s at time k as [84] 

Afc = liVk-iis') + Ms', S)) -  (rfc-i(5") + X{s'\ 5))| . (4.9) 
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In [84]. Ak was also shown to be approximated as 

P(correct) 
1 - P(correct) 

where P(correct) is the probability that the path decision of the survivor at time k 

was correct. Therefore, Ak represents the reliability that the path ending at state 

s at time k was correct. 

To obtain the soft output for bit Uk. we first obtain the hard decision iik after 

a delay 6 (i.e.. at time k + 6) , where 6 is the decoding depth. At time k + 6. we 

select the siu-viving path that ends at the state that has the lowest metric and 

the selected path is considered to be the maximum-likelihood (ML) path. We trace 

back the ML path to obtain the hard decision Uk. Along the ML path, there are 

6 + 1 nonsiu-viving paths that have been discarded, and each nonsiurviving path has 

a certain difference metric Aj where k < j < k + 6. (Clearly, this is because along 

the ML path there are 6 + 1 states, and each state has a difference metric that was 

calculated using (4.9).) 

Now define 

a; = min{Afc, Afc+i, ••• , At^^} (4.11) 

where the minimum is taken only over the nonsnrviving paths within the time 

window [k. k + 6] that would have led to a different decision Uk- It was shown 
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in [84j that represents the reliability of the hard decision Ufc. and the reliabil

ity increases with increasing 6. Given Uk and A^. the soft output of the Viterbi 

algorithm for bit Uk is approximated by [84] 

LsovaiUk) ^ Uk • A'k (4.12) 

From Fig. 4.2. and equations (4.8) and (4.9) it can be shown [84] that has 

the following structure 

-^fc ~ ]<k j<kj ^  k<]<k+i ^ k<j<k+i) 

"•"1^ - Ck2f - iuk - Cfci)-) -i- UkL^iuk) (4.13) 
• iVQ ^  '  

where Cfci, and Ck2 are the nominal channel outputs to state transitions at time k 

along paths 1 and 2, respectively, i is the time index at which A^. = At^,. and 

is the cimiulative metric at time A: — 1 along path 1. The other terms are 

obviously defined (see Fig. 4.2). Substituting (4.13) into (4.12) yields 

{iVk -  Caf -  iVk -  cti)^) + L'{ut) (4.14) 

where the first three terms represent the extrinsic information, which we denote 

by L®(ufc), i.e., L^{uk) = Lsovai'^^k) — L'^{uk)- The extrinsic information is then 

passed to the subsequent decoder to be used as an a priori information in the next 

iteration. 
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Figure 4.2: The VA soft-output for bit Uk-

It turns out that the SOVA algorithm need not know the noise variance, 

although equation (4.8) suggests otherwise. This is justified as follows. In the 

first iteration, the a priori (extrinsic) information is normally set to zero, i.e., 

L'^(uk) = 0, This means that the ciunulative metric of any state s at any given 

time k and along any treUis path m can be expressed as 

Vk,^{s) (4.15) 
1 = 1  

where the coefficient is just a scalar that can be pulled out of the sum. Fur

thermore, Afc in equation (4.9) is simply a difference between two state metrics at 

some time k, i.e., At is also sczded by The same applies to AJt L^i'^k)-

This means, in the next iteration, when the extrinsic information is used as a priori 

information, it will be already scaled by Since Nq is not a function of m, then 
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setting it to 1 in all of the above equations does not affect the relative sizes of the 

\'arioiis metrics. Hence, the SOVA need not know Nq. 

Lastly, in our simulations, the SOVA algorithm was implemented in a slightly 

different way. (Without this modification, the SOVA algorithm shows a significant 

performance degradation when considering high code rates, e.g.. rate 64/65.) First 

we assimie that aU encoders start at the zero state, and at least one encoder is 

terminated at the zero state. (There will be two encoders since we are assiuning 

PCC and iterative decoding.) The decoding process proceeds the usual way. i.e.. 

choosing a survivor and calculating the metric as well as difference metric for each 

state, using equations (4.7) and (4.9), respectively, for all A: G (1. 2 A'}. In 

other words, no hard decisions are made until k  = N .  VVTien k  =  N  ( i . e . .  at 

the end of the data block) we select the surviving path that ends at state zero as 

the ML path. (For decoders whose corresponding encoders are not terminated at 

state zero, we select the surviving path that ends at the state that has the lowest 

metric.) We then trace back the ML path to obtain the hard decisions Uk, and the 

corresponding Afc, for k = 1,N. To obtain the soft output for bit Uk. we define 

a parameter, 6', called the reUability depth, and find the reliability value A^' with 

respect to 6'. A J' is obtained by the taking the minimum over the nonsurviving 

paths within the time window [k , k -h 6'] that would have led to a different decision 

Uk, i.e., Afc = min (At, A/t+i, ... , Ak+s'}- Note that A^ need not equal A^. 
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From above, we can see that 6 has an impact on the reliability of the decoded 

bit Ufc as well cis on A^, while 6' here has an impact only on Al', and has no impact 

on the decoded bit Uk- SOVA performance as a fimction of these two parameters 

are examined below. 

4.3 Simulation Results 

4.3.1 AWGN Channel Baseline 

As a basehne, we simulated the SOVA algorithm (with the modification men

tioned above) for parallel concatenated convolutional codes on an AWGN charmel. 

The diagrams for the encoder and the decoder used in oiu: simulations are shown 

in Fig. 4.3. The recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders are identical 

and employ the generator polynomials (^1,52) = (31.33)ort. where gi is the feed

back polynomial and g2 is the feedforward polynomial. All simulations were done 

with a randomly-generated interleaver size of 4096. Codes of the form where 

A-o = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 were achieved by saving the second bit in every 2/i:o-t>it 

parity block of each RSC encoder output and pimcturing the rest. 

In Fig. 4.4, we present the bit error performance ( P b )  simulation results on 

an AWGN channel for the APP algorithm for all code rates (for 3 and 15 decoder 
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Figure 4.3: Block diagrams of (a) Turob Encoder, and (b) SOVA Decoder. 

iterations). We observe from the figiire that a substantial improvement in the bit 

error rate relative to imcoded antipodal signaling is achieved using these codes: 

over 7 dB for the 4/5 rate, and over 3 dB for the 64/65 rate at Pb = 10"^. We also 

observe that the performance degrades by about 0.2 dB or less by using 3 iterations 

instead of 15 iterations. 

Simulation results for SOVA are presented in Fig. 4.5 for all code rates (for 

3 and 15 iterations). We observe that the bit error rate performance suffers a 
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Figure 4.5: SOVA algorithm performance on AWGN. 
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degradation of about 0.7 dB by employing SOVA relative to the APP algorithm, 

which is consistent with what has been reported in [81]. We also observe that there 

is a performance loss of about 0.4 dB or less by iising 3 iterations instead of 15 

iterations. This indicates that SOVA is more sensitive to the nimiber of iterations 

than the APP algorithm. 

From the development of the SOVA algoritlim in Section 4.2. it is intuitive 

that the performance will depend on the reUability depth. 6'. where performance 

improves with increasing 6'. This argument is supported via simulations as showTi 

in Fig. 4.6. However, from an implementation viewpoint, we would Uke 6' to be as 

small as possible since this reduces trace-back computations. The value of Eb/No 

for each code rate in Fig. 4.6 was selected to correspond to Pf, = 10"^ when S' was 

set to 50: the cm-ves then examine Pt, for values of 6' less than 50. As observed 

in the figiure. the SOVA algorithm becomes less sensitive to S' as the code rate 

increases. For instance, when we reduce 6' from 50 down to 5. the Pb for rate 64/65 

\\-orsens only by a factor of 7 versus a factor of over 1500 for rate 4/5. 

This phenomenon is explained as foUows. We mentioned above that AJJ. is ob

tained by taking the minimum over the nonsiu^ving paths within the time window 

[/l- , k + 5] that would have led to a different decision Uk- We foimd via simulations 

that for rate 64/65 about 93% of the time all the nonsurviving paths within the time 

window [k, k + «5] lead to the same Uk, i.e., = min {At, A^+i. ... , At+f} = At 
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Figiire 4.6: Sensitivity of SOVA to reliability depth 6'. 

(as compared to 81% for rate 4/5). To elaborate, consider a rate 1/2 RSC code. 

The trellis branches of this code are labeled with the information bit Uk and its 

corresponding parity bit p^. The branch metric that corresponds to the state tran

sition s' —• s at time k is given by \{s',s) = + y^Pk- where the 

pair (y^, y^) is the noisy received pair that corresponds to the pair {uk-Pk)- Given 

the above equation, for code rates of the form clearly ko out of ATQ -i-1 times the 

branch metrics A(s',s) are the same for all branches labeled with Uk = +1. Tliis 

is true because at these times the parity bits pk have been pimctiired. The same 

holds for all branches labeled with Uk — —1- Now assume that all the states at 

time A: — 1 have near-equal metric values, which is a valid assiunption particularly 
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Figure 4.7: Performance of SOVA witli different reliability depth. &. 

for high code rates. Then the survivors at time k will be either all the branches 

labeled with = +1, or all the branches labeled with u*: = — 1- As this happens 

often especially for high code rates, the surviving and nonsurviving paths in the 

future would trace back to the same hard decisions Uk. This explains why it is 

more Ukely that all the nonsurviving paths lead to the same u/t as the ML patli 

does for high code rates. However, we mention that this argimaent does not hold 

for PR channels because the charmel symbols have unequal energy. 

Lastly, we also examine the trade-off between using <5 = 5 and 6 = 50 for rates 

4/5, 32/33 and 64/65. Simulations results are reported in Fig. 4.7 for 3 iterations. 

As observed from the figure, when using 6 = 5 instead of 50, the performance 
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degrades by about 1.5 dB for rate 4/5. 0.3 dB for rate 32/33. and only about 

0.15 dB for rate 64/65, which is consistent with our intuition discussed above. 

Fiurthermore, we observe that rate 64/65 code (3 iterations and <5 = 5) achieves a 

performance gain of 2-plus dB over uncoded antipodal signaling at Pj, = 10"^. 

4.3.2 PR Chzuinels 

The simulation model for the parallel and serial concatenations systems on the 

precoded PR4/AWGN chaimel is shown in Fig. 4.1. For the parallel concatenation, 

the outer code comprises two identical RSC codes. Each RSC encoder employs the 

generator polynomials (^i, ̂ 2) = (23.31)oc£, where gi is the feedback pohTiomial and 

go is the feedforward polynomial. As for the serial concatenation, the outer code is 

a single RSC code whose encoder employs the same polynomials mentioned above. 

The inner code for both systems is the precoder followed by the polynomial 

1 — where ~ indicates modulo-2 addition. All simulations were done with an 

interleaver size of 4096 that was pseudo-randomly generated and enhanced. For 

PCC's (SCC's), code rates of the form where ko = 4. 8. and 64, were achieved 

by saving the second bit in every 2fco-bit (fco-bit) parity block of each RSC encroder 

output and pimcturing the rest. 

The error rate performance {Pf,) of the various PCC's vc-^-us Eh/Nq is plotted 

in Fig. 4.8 (for 15 iterations). As a baseline, the solid curves correspond to the 
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Ptrlormanc* of PCC rates on PR4/AWGN Channel 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Figure 4.8: Performance of the various PCC rates on the PR4/AWGN channel. 
(RD refers to reliability depth.) 

"all APPs" configuration in which two APP/RSC decoders are employed for the 

outer code and one APP/PR4 detector is employed for the inner code. VVhen the 

two APP/RSC decoders are replaced with two matching iterative SOV.A./RSC de

coders. the error rate performance degrades by about 0.7 dB at = I0~^ (dotted 

curves). The performance degrades by an additional 0.3 to 0.5 dB at = 10"^ 

when the APP/PR4 detector is replaced with a matching SOVA/PR4 detector 

(dashed curves). For example, when employing SOVA's everywhere, the perfor

mance degrades by 0.9 dB for rate 64/65, and 1.2 dB for rate 4/5 at = 10"^ 

relative to the "all APPs" situation. A performance improvement of over 1 dB for 
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Pertormanca of SCC rales on PR4/AWGN channel 
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Figure 4.9: Performance of the various SCC rates on the PR4/AWGN channel. 

rate 64/65 and over 4 dB for rate 4/5 is acliieved relative to uncoded PR4 signaling 

(dashed cur\'es). 

Fig. 4.9 presents the bit error rate performance, Pf,, of the various SCC's ver

sus Eb/No (for 5 iterations). We observe from the figure that when the APP/RSC 

decoder is replaced with a matching iterative SOVA/RSC decoder, the error rate 

performance degrades by about 0.6 dB at = 10~^ (dotted ciurves). The error rate 

finther degrades by an additional 0.6 to 1.0 dB at Ph = 10"^ when the APP/PR4 

detector is replaced with a matching iterative SOVA/PR4 detector (dashed cur\-es). 
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Figure 4.10: PCC performance as a fimction of decoding depth 6  ( 6  =  6 ' ) .  

In Fig. 4.10. we examine as a fimction of SOVA decoding depth <5 for 

various PCC's. To produce each curve in the figure, we first fixed Eb/No to tiie 

vahie corresponding to Pb = 10"^ when the decoding depth was set to (5 = .V and 

the rehability depth was set to S' = 50. We then plotted Pb as fimction of <5 (also 

setting 6 = 6') for several code rates. We observe that even when S' = S = 250. 

none of the codes have yet reached Pb = 10~®. We observe also that the higher 

rate codes require larger values of 6 for a given value of Pb (after some transition 

region). This is due to the following. The hard decisions Uk become more reliable 

as 6 increases because they include more parity bits. But for higher code rates such 
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as the rate 64/65. the improvement is gradual and is still slight even when 6 = 250 

(when 6 = 250, there are only 4 parity bits among the 250 code bits). 

4.4 Conclusions 

We modified the SOVA algorithm for PR channels, and showed that it need 

not know the noise variance. We also introduced a slight modification in the de

coding process so that the Eilgorithm now works for arbitrciry high code rates. 

Simidation results for parallel concatenated convolutional codes on the binary an

tipodal AWGN channel indicated that the performance degraded by about 0.7 dB at 

Pb = 10"^ when using the SOVA algorithm relative to the APP algorithm. We also 

simulated the SOVA algorithm for the parallel and serial concatenation systems on 

the precoded PR4/AWGN charmel. The performance loss due to employing SO\'A 

relative to the APP algorithm was at most 1.2 dB for parallel concatenations and 

at most 1.6 dB for serial concatenations at Pa = 10"^. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

In tliis dissertation we introduced new equalization and coding techniques for 

magnetic recording systems. In Chapter 1. we covered the main concepts of the 

magnetic recording and reading process. We discussed a well-accepted linear model 

for the MRC channel, and showed how it leads to PR signaling. We also gave a brief 

summary of the development of some coding techniques, especially concatenated 

codes, that have been proposed for magnetic recording systems. Lastly, we provided 

pseudo-code for the iterative log-APP algoritlim. 

In Chapter 2, we introduced two new algorithms for mitigating the deleteri

ous effects of nonlinear intersymbol interference in magnetic recording systems. We 

called these algorithms RAM-Search algorithms as they borrow the idea of employ

ing a RAM from the RAM-DFE, and because they involve a search. The RAM-

Search algorithms have been devised to mitigate the error propagation problem 

that arises in making feedforward decisions (for precursor terras) in ISI cancellers 
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used together with partial response signaling. We adopted a simple partitil-erasiire 

model for the nonlinear write process and a third-order polynomial model for the 

nonlinear read process, and showed that improvements of abont 2.5 dB at Pb = 10"^ 

are possible. We also demonstrated the efficacy of the algorithms on captiu"ed spin-

stand signals which siiflfer from a significant amoimt of nonlinear ISI. 

In Chapter 3. we designed and analyzed high rate concatenated codes for PR 

channels. The scheme of particular interest was the serial concatenation of a single 

convolutional code and a precoded PR channel separated by an interleaver. For 

a fixed outer code, interleaver size, and PR channel, the level of the error floor 

of this concatenation scheme was fomid to highly depend on the precoder and the 

type of interleaver employed. Analytical techniques were introduced in this chapter 

for selecting the optimal combination of interleaver and precoder for a fixed outer 

code and a given PR channel. The first technique, which was based on techniques 

developed for trellis codes, was mathematical and allowed the computation of the 

complete conditional distance spectriun for any given case. However, this technique 

becomes difficult for longer channel responses. As an alternative, we introduced an 

algorithmic technique that is much easier and achieves ultimately the same goal 

achieved by the former technique. These techniques were used in designing high-

rate codes for the EPR4 channel and another channel supplied to us by IBM. It was 

shown that selecting the optimal combination of interleaver and precoder based on 
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these teclmiques resiilted in lowering the error floor significantly at no additional 

decoder complexity. 

Also, assimiing a PR-eqnalized Lorentzian channel model and iising the SNR 

definition introduced in [32], we studied optimal code rates for the EPR4 and IBM 

channels. We showed via simulations that rate 8/9 was optimeil for both cases in 

all rginge of simulated bit error rates that is below = 10"^. In addition, we 

tested the robustness of these two PR channels against thermal asperities, and 

foimd that in the 13.5 dB region, most of the TA biursts were corrected, but the 

decoder occasionally increased the nimiber of errors (to over 200 errors for both 

TA = 30 and 70). However, in the 16 dB region, a more Ukely operating point, 

there was only one occasion (in 10® simulated blocks) where the mmaber of errors 

was increased to 34 when TA = 30. This indicates that these serially concatenated 

codes do not suffer from severe error propagation in the presence of TA's pro\ided 

that the SNR is sufficiently large. 

In Chapter 4, we modified the SOVA algorithm for PR channels, and showed 

that it need not know the noise variance.^ We also introduced a slight modifi

cation in the decoding process so that the algorithm now works for arbitrary high 

code rates. As a baseUne, the modified SOVA algorithm was simulated for parallel 

concatenated convolutional codes on the binary antipodal AWGN channel. Code 

'SOVA need not know the channel noise variance in all situations. 
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rates of the form , A:o = 4. 8, 16. 32, and 64 were considered. For the con

sidered code rates, we observed that employing the SOVA algorithm degraded the 

performance by about 0.5 to 0.7 dB at Pb = 10"^ relative to the APP algorithm. 

W'e then simulated the SOVA algorithm for the parallel and serial concatenated 

systems on the precoded PR4/AWGN channel as shown in Fig. 4.1. Code rates 

of the form ~ were considered. The performance loss due to 

employing SOVA relative to the APP algorithm was at most 1.2 dB for parallel 

concatenations and at most 1.6 dB for serial concatenations at Pb = 10"^. 

5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, equalizing the MRC channel to a PR target re

sults in enhancing and coloring the noise which, consequently, degrades the bit 

error rate performance. This degradation gets worse as the recording density in

creases. The degradation due to noise enhancement can be reduced by selecting 

a suitable PR target to which the MRC chaimel is equalized, and also designing 

tlie PR equalizer using the MMSE equalization criterion. As for the noise coloriza-

tion. we suggest incorporating a noise predictor with the APP detector. The noise 

predictor effectively whitens the noise samples that have been colored by the PR 

equalizer. A number of noise-predictive techniques have been appUed to magnetic 
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recording channel assuming a linear model, where a significant performance im

provement has been shown possible [87]-[90]. Similar positive results are expected 

when considering nonlinear models, i.e., in the presence of nonlinear distortion. 

In our analysis in Chapters 3 and 4, we assmned the channel model to be an 

idealized PR chaimel. However, this model is not very realistic- because when the 

MRC response is equalized to a PR target (using M^^ISE criterion), the resultant 

equalized response is not quite an ideal PR response as it has some other nonzero 

taps (coefficients) due to misequalization. The magnitude of the misequalization 

can be significant, especially at high recording densities. In addition, the linear 

model for the magnetic recording chaimel that is assvuned in our analysis no longer 

holds at high recording densities. Thus, a more realistic model that involves both 

misequalization and nonlinearity should be considered. Siich realistic models in

clude the nonUnear models we used in Chapter 2 and other models that can be 

found in literature [29] and others. In this scenario, the nonlinear equalization and 

coding teclmiqvies that have been developed in this dissertation can be combined 

as shown in Fig. 5.1. 

In o\ir analysis in Chapter 3, we foimd that weight-two error events dominate 

the performance in the floor region. We then tried to find the optimal combination 

of interleaver and precoder, for a given outer code and PR channel, that achieves 

the lowest error floor by reducing the multiplicity of such events in addition to 
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Figure 5.1: A diagram for combining nonlinear equalization and coding. 

maximizing the EucUdean distance. We believe that the same goal can be achieved 

by carefully designing the outer code such that such dominant error events are 

prevented. One way of achieving this is by employing, as an outer code, a parity 

check code such as a simple block code. This class of codes has the advantage that 

the minimum Hamming distance dfj,min is usually greater than two, as desired. 

These codes also suit the iterative decoding structure as they are decoded using 

the message passing algorithm wliich produces soft information. We mention that 

LDPC codes, which have been investigated in [38], are a special case of parity check 

codes. 
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We also tested the robustness of the two PR channels (in Chapter 3) against 

thermal asperities, and foimd that in most cases the decoder was able to correct all 

TA bursts. However, there were a few cases when the decoder failed to correct all 

errors and in some cases there was error propagation. We also obsen,'ed that the 

error patterns at the decoder output were scattered short bursts. We believe this 

is a big problem and an important area for further research. 

Finally; as it has been demonstrated tliroughout tliis dissertation, the pro

posed signal processing and coding techniques have been successfully applied to 

PR channels. This suggests that similar positive results are expected when these 

techniques are extended to other applications including wireless commiuiication 

channels, deep space commimication. fading channels, and optical storage. This 

positive expectation stems from the following. The effectiveness of the developed 

nonlinear equahzers is obviously independent of the type of nonlinearity im'olved 

as the RAM can model, via training, arbitrary nonlinear fimctions. Also, the inter-

leaver/precoder design techniques apply to arbitrary ISI channels as long as these 

channels can be modeled as a linear convolutional code followed by a memoryless 

mapper, which is the case in most applications. 
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